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Some booth numbers will have 
changed by the time the show opens. 
We urge you to pick up the o�  cial show 
guide when you reach the show site. As 
much as possible we’ve left the copy in 
the exhibitor’s own words.

20 Feet Up
ATA Show Booth No. IZ
PO Box 882
Belmont, NC 28012
www.20feetup.com
Contact: John Van Aken
Ph: 704-577-8652

Quick Climb: For use with climb-
ing treestands. Climb safer, quieter and 
faster. Attach Quick Climb to the upper 
cable of your treestand, slide your safety 
strap into the cups and climb. Quick 
Climb holds and moves your safety 
strap allowing you to keep your hands 
on the stand the entire way up and 
down.

20 Feet Up Treestand Harness 
Package: New for hunters-Front Connect 
Harness System. Virtually eliminates sus-
pension trauma. Light, compact, easy to 
put on and most important, safe.

.30-06 Outdoors, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 212
1135 Williams Road
Columbus, OH 43207-5166
Ph: 614-623-3144 Fax: 614-409-9377

3D Picture Store
ATA Show Booth No. 232
174 W. 729 Roosevelt Road, Suite A
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
Ph: 347-433-8577

3K Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 1255
5521 Box Elder Road
Marshall, WI 53559-9769
www.3koutdoors.com
Ph: 920-412-0080

AAE
ATA Show Booth No. 1201
2781 N Valley View Drive
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314-2535 
www.arizonaarchery.com
Ph: 928-772-9887 Fax: 928-772-6287

material captures and returns up to 90% 
of your body heat back to you, bound 
to keep you warm in any cold weather 
condition where temps range from a 
cool 50 degrees to temps below zero.   
The Youth Jacket & Pant is designed 
to � t and function just like Dad’s gear 
and the form-� tting Women’s Jacket and 
Bib o� ers a tailored � t while providing 
warmth and full freedom of movement.  
The Men’s Performance Fit is a versatile 
Jacket & Bib that is loaded with pock-
ets and has underarm air vents should 
the weather turn warmer and you want 
added air� ow.  The Performance Fit 
Series provides silent, waterproof, and 
wind resistant performance and is avail-
able in Realtree AP.  Pair up these prod-
ucts with our ArcticShield accessories 
for ultimate wa rmth from head to toe.

Acorp Safety
ATA Show Booth No. 338
11272 Musette Cir
Alpharetta, GA 30009-8699
www.h4hunting.com
PH: 678-595-1435 Fax: 404-551-5181

ACU Archery, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 2440
4890 W Millcreek Pike
Wabash, IN 46992-9628
Ph: 260-563-6097 Fax: 260-563-6694

AIM Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 1640
560 County Road 579
Hampton, NJ 08827-4346
www.aimoutdoors.net
Ph: 908-735-6111 Fax: 609-773-0099

Absolute Outdoor
ATA Show Booth No. 553
330 Hwy 10 South, Suite 4
St. Cloud,  MN 56304
www.absoluteoutdoorinc.com
Contact: Mary Snyder
Ph: 320-252-2056 Fax: 320-252-2160

Onyx, the outdoor recreation brand 
known for “Keeping you there” is intro-
ducing the ArcticShield Performance 
Fit Series of hunting clothing, designed 
to keep the entire family warm and 
comfortable while spending the entire 
day in the � eld, blind, or tree stand.  
The Performance Fit family of cloth-
ing is constructed using our patented 
ArcticShield heat retention technol-
ogy.   This multi-layered, heat retention 

ArcticShield 
Performance
Fit Men"s
Jacket

Matching
bibs from
Arctic
Shield

AIM Whisper peep sight
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www.alpsmountaineering.com
Ph: 573-459-2577 Fax: 573-459-2044

American Whitetail, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 517
8478 E State Road 62, PO Box 299
Ferdinand, IN 47532-7599
www.archerytargets.com
Ph: 888-233-1976 Fax: 812-937-4157

America’s Best Bowstrings, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 2538
3149 State Route 39
Walnut Creek, OH 44654
www.americasbestbowstrings.com
Ph: 330-893-7155 Fax: 330-893-2675

Easy order program for 2012, deep 
discounts! Don’t miss our booth for the 
introduction of a brand new product 
line!

Ameristep
ATA Show Booth No. 2425, 2525
SHOT Show Booth No. 10336
901 Tacoma Court,  PO Box 189
Clio, MI 48420-1595
www.ameristep.com
Ph: 810-686-4035 Fax: 810-686-7121

Ameristep has extended its innova-
tive design and manufacturing excellence 
to the Treestand Line – Lumbar Backrest. 
� e treestand accessory features breath-
able ultra-quiet mesh for longer and more 
alert hunts. � is product is great for use 
in a treestand or ladderstand. Also great 

to get the job done from their ultra-
heavy bows. Program your orders early 
for guaranteed delivery! Experience 
the rewards of forward thinking with 
GrizzlyStik full length tapered carbon 
arrows. Weight Forward – Spine Forward 
– Strength Forward.

Allen Company
ATA Show Booth No. 2301
525 Burbank Street
Broom� eld,CO 80020-1647
www.allencompany.net
Ph: 800-876-8600 Fax: 303-466-7437

Alpine Archery, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1349, D9
Kinsey's Show Booth No. 523
NABA Show Booth No. 326
NBS Show Booth No. 505
PO Box 319
Lewiston, ID 83501-0319
www.alpinearchery.com
Contact: Vince Kite
Ph: 888-909-4717 Fax: 208-746-1635

Tired of big company buy-ins and 
choking on unsold, carry over inven-
tory at year end ? Alpine Archery has the 
answer. Alpine Archery… the inventor 
and innovator of the legendary Soft Loc 
Quiver and a pioneer of a complete line 
of bows and accessories, o� ers many 
products sure to please even the most 
discriminating Bowhunter. With Bear 
Claw and Soft Loc Quivers, entry level 
bows starting at 17”, bow� shing, spot 
shooting, and bows with IBO speeds in 
excess of 337 fps for under $600 bucks, 
Alpine has it all. Top that all o�  with a 
liberal buying program that makes it 
easy to buy at the best possible price 
without ordering the massive quanti-
ties required by most large company 
programs. Alpine Archery o� ers you the 
best possible price in single quantities, 
when paying with your credit card or 
COD. Contact Alpine Archery for more 
details.

ALPS OutdoorZ
ATA Show Booth No. 1832
1 White Pine
New Haven, MO 63068-3008

You’ve set up the shot perfectly, 
squeeze the release and miss.. Not with 
Whisper peep sights. Just install it and 
forget it. No serving is required. Whisper 
peeps will not move on the string and 
will ensure better accuracy. Whisper 
peep sights are the world’s only vibra-
tion damping peep sights. The elliptical 
aperture allows increased light transmis-
sion. Whisper peeps sights also allow 
comparable arrow speeds to the light-
est hunting peeps.  They are “whisper 
quiet”!

Whisper Buddies are the best prod-
uct we’ve developed yet!   They are 
Crossbow and compound-string silenc-
ers with reinforced inner core technolo-
gy for extreme applications.  Eliminating 
cut through and made to last under the 
extreme rigors of any crossbow or com-
pound.  The unique Quad string channel 
secure installation ensures they remain 
on the string without being served.  
With the reinforced inner core and a 
quad string channel system, they are the 
leading crossbow and compound string 
silencers. 

Alaska Bowhunting Supply
CSI Show Booth No. 4535
3420 38th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
www.alaskabowhunting.com
Ph: 260-453-3821 Fax: 206-453-3822

Alaska Bowhunting Supply has 
been servicing bowhunters in pursuit of 
really big game for years. Their full length 
tapered carbon GrizzlyStik arrows have 
been o� ering the advantages of built-
in weight forward, spine forward, and 
strength forward since 1997. New for 
2012 - they’re introducing their version 
of the ultimate arrow for tough game 
like Africa’s dangerous seven. With a 
static spine of 150, this new heavy-hitter, 
the Momentum U-FOC 150 will give the 
kind of performance that bowhunters 
shooting ultra-heavy bows have been 
searching for. Now even bowhunters 
who choose to boost their FOC percent-
age with the proven but heavy Ashby 
315 grain single bevel broadhead will 
� nally have an arrow that’s sti�  enough 

Lumbar Backrest shown 
with  treestand 

Momentum U-FOC arrow from Alaska  Bowhunting Supply
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for turkey hunting. Improves oxygen and 
blood � ow through entire body to help 
you stay alert so you can hunt for longer 
periods of time. No more missing your 
shot at a big buck or turkey due to fatigue. 
� e quick-attach strap makes it easy to 
install and remove to move to another 
location.

AMS Bow� shing
ATA Show Booth No. 301
EP 1064 Hemlock Lane, PO Box 318
Stratford, WI 54484-0318
cbraun@amsbow� shing.com
Ph: 888-541-7657 Fax: 715-687-3379

APEX Gear
ATA Show Booth No. 1335
SHOT Show Booth No. 11723
710 Presidential Drive
Richardson, TX 75081
www.truglosights.com
Contact: Lorraine Hellinghausen
Ph: 888-8-TRUGLO Fax: 972-774-0323

The Gamechanger sight is the ulti-
mate sight featuring a tool-less design 
and is CNC machined to be lightweight, 
making your � eld experience much 
more e�  cient. The Gamechanger fea-
tures the new TRU-ZERO pin design 
that minimizes pin gapes. With the 
Gamechanger you can change � ber 
color without changing pins. The TRU-
FLO 2.0 allows for quick and easy � ber 
replacement. The extra, extra long � bers 
routed through the bracket increases 
durability and exposure to UV 
light. Each Gamechanger features 
the TRU-TOUCH soft-feel techni-
cal coating. Other features include 
the ultra-� ne click adjustment for 
windage and elevation, illuminated 
level by luminescent tape, adjust-
able on the second and third axis 
level with two vertical bars, revers-
ible bracket, markings for wind-
age/elevation/pin adjustments, 

large circular � eld of view, aperture of 
20” inner diameter, glow-in-the-dark 
shooter ring. Each Gamechanger sight 
is adjustable for left and right handed 
users with the adjustable micro push 
button light included.

API Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 724
SHOT Show Booth No. 214
PO Box 352
Windom , MN 56101-1290
www.apioutdoors.com
Ph: 877-511-2540 Fax: 507-831-4249

Our complete line of products 
o� ers something for everyone...climb-
ing stands, � xed positions, climbing 
systems, ladder stands, tripods, game 
carts, seats, and a wide assortment of 
hunting accessories. This is an ultimate 
collection of both aluminum and steel 
products to best � t any hunting situa-
tion. Experience is everything, trust in 
API Outdoors. 

Apple Archery Products, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 1549
Kinsey's Show Booth No. 435,437
245  Beshore School Road
Manchester, PA 17345-9536
www.applearchery.com
Contact: Chris Jordan
Ph: 717-384-8701 Fax: 717-384-8617

The Apple Crossbow Cradle(#0999) 
is a newer product designed to serve 
the professional archery technician 
and crossbow owner. It is adaptable for 
all crossbows with a solid foot stirrup 
to allow hands free maintenance and 
facilitates all maintenance and shoot-
ing while in the cradle. Clearance for 
bow-mounted quiver, string, cables, and 
scope is provided and 3 independently 
adjustable feet enable easy leveling. The 
adjustable stirrup rest and stock yoke 
assist in sighting in the crossbow. This 
steel constructed crossbow cradle can 
also be used for display.

The Bowsmith Archer’s Multi-Tool 
was designed speci� cally for the tech-
nical needs of bowhunters and target 
shooters. The Bowsmith packs an incred-
ible array of archery speci� c tools into 
one frame. We think it is the most versa-
tile archery tool ever made.  It includes a 
broadhead wrench, pry tip, screw driver, 
peep sight string spreader, knife, thread-
ed adapter and 8/32” threaded extrac-
tor, arrow prep brass brush, broadhead 
sharpener, crosscut arrow end � le, 
� etching glue stripper, tree step starter, 
needle nose pliers, nock spreader, string 
loop setter, nock crimp/ cutter, 7 dou-
ble-ended bit kit (14 in total) including 
magnetic 1/4” hex driver.

Archer Xtreme
ATA Show Booth No. 862
PO Box 328
Belgrade, MT 59714-0328
www.archerxtreme.com
Ph: 406-388-3445

Archery Interactive- TechnoHunt
ATA Show Booth No. 354, 255
PO Box 390573
Denver, CO 80239-1573
Ph: 877-890-9572 Fax: 303-531-4867

Archery Tec, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 515
PO Box 248
Indian River, MI 49749-0248
dennis@archery-tec.com
Ph: 231-838-0225 Fax: 231-525-8266 

Arizona Rim Country Products
ATA Show Booth No. 1911 
6401 W Chandler Blvd, Suite A
Chandler, AZ 85226-3457
randy@ez� etch.com
Ph: 480-961-7995 Fax: 480-961-7996

Crossbow Cradle

Apple Archery Bowsmith tool

Apex Gear Gamechanger sight

   Made in USA.   Share your Muzzy Moments on Facebook or at:     WWW.MUZZY.COM   |   770-387-9300     

Bad to the Bone 
Bowhunting TV!
See it on Sportsman 
Channel in 2012!
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ARRO Buying Group
ATA Show Booth No. 1309
156 N Main Street
Oregon, WI 53575-1400
www.archeryretailers.com
Contact: Lynn Stiklestad
Ph: 608-835-9060 Fax: 608-835-9360 
 The ARRO Hot Show is held January 
8-9 in the Columbus Convention Center. 
Join ARRO now to take part. ARRO mem-
bers save considerable money on their 
yearly purchases by taking advantage 
of ARRO Hot Show prices. Call today for 
more information.

Arrow Precision, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 2239
1619 W Washington Street
Allentown, PA 18102-1249
Ph: 610-437-7138 Fax: 610-437-7139

ArrowTrade Magazine
ATA Show Booth No. 1104
3479 409th Ave NW  
Braham, MN 55006-3340
timdehn@arrowtrademag.com
Ph: 320-396-3473 Fax: 320-396-3206

ARS Business Solutions, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 655
SHOT Show Booth No. 15741, 1928
940 Industrial Drive S, Suite 107
Sauk Rapids, MN 56379-1235
www.ars.com
Ph: 800-547-7120 Fax: 800-322-4213

Introducing an entirely new point-
of-sale system speci� cally designed for 
the � rearms industry, based on your 
input. Even if you are not an expert, our 
soon to be unveiled system is designed 
to help you: Increase the speed of 
your business transactions, Improve 
the accuracy of your inventory con-
trol, Manage shooting ranges, rentals, 
Bound Books, and more. See it in action 
at booth  15741 and 1928 at the SHOT 
Show 2012.

ASAT Outdoors, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 2414
307 E Park Ave, Suite 207A
Anaconda, MT 59711-2351
www.asatcamo.com
Contact: Rob or Jan
Ph: 406-563-9336 Fax: 406-563-7315

ASAT Zip Mock: A  heavier pull-over 
with a 1/4 zipper and mock neck, it also 
has a chest pocket with side zipper. 
Zip Mock is treated with AG vaportech 

Nano Silver odor sup-
pression. The anti-micro-
bial formula requires no 
special activation and 
will not wash away in 
the laundry. The high 
concentration of wick-
ing compounds keep 
you dry and comfortable. 
M,LG, XL,2XL,3XL

ASAT Essential Pant: 
These everyday wear 
BDU cut pants are sure 
to be a favorite of Eastern 
and Western hunters 
alike. Constructed of a unique polyester 
blend, these pants have Lotus nano bar-
rier that is water resistant, breathable, 
and self cleaning. ASAT has also includ-
ed the AB Vaported Silver odor suppres-
sion technology that makes these pants 
truly special. Soft, quiet and a� ordable 
high tech comfort.

Atomic Archer Jerseys
ATA Show Booth No. 2316
601 Saint Andrew Street, Suite 209
La Crosse, WI 54603-2380
www.atomicarcheryjerseys.com
Contact: Jesse Kind
Ph: 608-781-2339

The Atomic Archer mission is simple. 
O� er shooters, retailers, and manufac-
turers high quality, functional, and fully 
customized dye sublimated apparel, 
hand-sewn and printed in the USA, and 
do it better than anyone else! Our stan-
dard line of apparel includes short and 
long sleeve polo shirts, shooter shirts, 
� eece hoodies, collared pullovers, and 
hooded wind shirts.

Our products are designed from 
seam to seam with performance and 
comfort in mind. We have the best cus-
tomer service in the industry - period!

Atsko/Sno-Seal, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 419
SHOT Show Booth No. TBD
Kinsey's Show Booth No. 305
NBS Show Booth No. TBD
Mathews Show Booth No. 902
Sports Inc. Show Booth No. TBD
2664 Russell Street
Orangeburg, SC 29115-3975
mike@atsko.com
Ph: 803-531-1820 Fax: 803-531-2139

Order our 1360 UV & Scent Control 
4-Pack “SYSTEM”

 The only complete system on the 
market that eliminates scent on body, 
clothing, and equipment, and also sup-
presses the UV re� ectance that deer can 
detect in today's Camo clothing. Get it 
all in one kit with Sport-Wash Laundry, 
Sport-Wash Body Wash, N-O-Dor Scent 
Eliminator Spray, and Atsko’s signature 
UV-Killer treatment.   

Check out item 1330 Sno-Seal 
Leather Protectant and Water-proofer   
and the New Mathew’s Licensed pack-
age.

Sno-Seal remains the number one 
water-proo� ng product in the nation. 
Make your new boots last for decades, 
or bring your old boots back to life. How 
good is Sno-Seal? It’s still the standard 
for leather protection . . . since 1933!

Early Buy Program: See us at the 
Mathew’s Show, ATA, SHOT, Kinsey’s, 
NBS, Sports Inc, and get all the details on 
our Free Freight, easy Extended Terms, 

and Bulk order dis-
counts. Because 
at ATSKO, we are 
“The Deer Science 
Experts”!

Atsko UV & Scent Control System

Atsko Sno-Seal

Perfect refletching with Laser Alignment 
Module:
    Aerovane laser Alignment modules was developed 
to make vane refletching a single vane and alignment 
simple and fool-proof set up on Aerovane jig simple 
and fool-proof.  The high precision 3 lens optics sys-
tem one which has a final line with of 0.25 - 0.55mm.  
In order  achieve perfect alignment, best precision and 
ease of use, the Aerovane laser modules are designed to 
be mounted about 75 mm right above the Aerovane Jig’s 
chuck via the 2 holes with its 2 screws, with which the 
laser line will span from the base of the clamp alignment 
line to the valley of the hook set at the top of the jig.  With 
these optional laser modules, perfect single vane re-
fletching can be done via any vane that is already installed 
on the arrow by eyes (which is believed to be 1/4 to 1/16 
of a degree accurate).  With these laser line alignment 
tools, one can precisely make perfect alignment from a 
perfect center line.  The line laser modules will give a 
crisp red line on the arrow even shine through the clamp 
and vane are on the jig through between the clamp and 
on the vane when it is on the jig for perfect alignment. 

Aerovane AG0600 Fletching 
Adhesive
   To complete your arrows with per-
fect Aerovane fletch- ing, Firenock 
specially formulated an AG0600 
adhesive.  This cy- anoac r ya te 
glue will set in 15 seconds and 
be ready to shoot with the 
help of the high power mag-
net and preci- sion clamp 
the Aerovane Jig offers. 
The glue is of- fered in a 1 
ounce bottle which is 
good for about 30 dozen 
arrows.  Un- like other 
fletching glue, it is c l e a r l y 
labeled with an expi- r a t i o n 
date, typically 1 year from the 
date of manufacturing.

of the vane.  The clamp is also made shorter to better fit 
today’s popular shorter vanes, but can still fletch vanes 
as long as 4.25”. In addition, while Firenock does not 
make a helical clamp specific to the Aerovane Jig it is 
compatible with most magnetic base clamps including 
Bitzenburger, Grayling, Martin and others.

Easy to Organize and Transport
 

F i r e -
nock also 
offers the Aero- vane Jig in 3 
form of complete packages.  The 
ultimate set includes the Aerovane Jig, Aero-

vane Clamp, 3+1 sets of chuck and hook combinations, 
4-axis fully adjustable neck, base, Laser, water level, in a 
2 compartment handy carrying case.  This full protection 
carrying case allows an archer to travel to the remotest 
places. For those that want to travel light, the jig can 
easily separate from the neck with the twist of a knob.  
This design allows the archer to pick and choose how 
much gear to take with them to any specific 
destination.

FIRENOCK ™ AEROVANE ™ Jig & GlueFirenock’s High-Tech Aerovane Fletching Jig
   The incredibly precise and accurate Aerovane Fletch-
ing Jig is a remarkable unit that is CNC machined from 
high grade aluminum, brass and stainless steel and held 
to the absolute closest tolerances. The Aerovane Jig is 
designed to work with most clamps available today that 
utilize a standard magnetic holding system for helical 
and straight fletch.
   The accessories are precision made and include a 303 
stainless steel clamp, laser alignment module,  4-axis 
adjustable neck and interchangeable chuck and hook 
system for fletching all sizes of shafts. The jig and acces-
sories are sold separately however there is also a kit that 
includes the bare jig, a carrying case, a set of chucks, jig 
base, the adjustable 4-axis neck and the clamps.
  The Aerovane Jig’s index is made of titanium hard 
coated CNC aluminum mated with an ABEC#5 ceramic 
ball bearing for perfect alignment and smoothness.  The 
matched support hook also features 2 ball bearings 
which allow the arrow to be fully supported for smooth 
operation.  To further secure the arrow shaft in place, the 
Aerovane Jig utilizes triple O-rings plus a special wedge 
design to ensure perfect arrow holding while fletching.  
The dual magnet design also allows precision angle ad-
justment.  Each magnet is supported by independent, 
1mm per turn, brass machine screws that can be tight-
ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
using an allen key.

Additional Aerovane Fletching Jig features
   Four interchangeable chucks and hooks assist in ob-
taining perfect arrow alignment on the jig.  The inter-
changeable chuck sets are tapered to provide zero play.  
The ball bearing arrow support hooks are color-coded 
to match up with color-coded Firenock Extreme shock 
end caps for easy size identification.  Firenock will of-
fer 3 fixed chucks and 1 adjustable chuck to cover most 
shafts.   (Picture shows the 4 fixed sizes.  The fixed size 
chucks are made of 303 stainless with 3 sets of O-rings 
for perfect alignment and solid grabbing of arrows. For 
those who want maximum flexibility an adjustable chuck 
and hook system is available as an option to cover 0.115” 
to 0.667” shaft sizes.)

    All the hook set are also available with the slide ability 
to do offset up to 1.5 degree to the right.  This allows you 
to set offset without the need to adjust the magnet 

and be quite precise 

(+/-0.25 degree due to eyeballing).  The 
laser engraved slide hook has 4 markings 
and should bottoms out at 1.5 degree at 
maximum setting.  It is a fantastic addition 
for those who shot slower speed arrow and/
or use other vanes beside Aerovane.

The Aerovane Clamp:
  Is precision made of 303 stainless steel 
that is first die cast then machined with 
a straightness up to 0.001”.  The pivot 
point utilizes a zirconium ceramic ball 
bearing for smoothness, durability and 
resistance to moisture (rust).  The 
extra thick spring system with self 
alignment capability for any vane 
provides a consistent hold regardless 

All rights reserved. Other company and products names mentioned herein may be trademarks of 
their respective companies.  Specifications subject to change without notice. © 2006-2011 Layout 
and design, Firenock LLC.

FIRENOCK, LLC
511 Robert Street, Henry, IL 61537-1146

Fax: (309) 356-5007 Phone: (815) 780-1695 
E-mail: contact@firenock.com

WWW.FIRENOCK.COM
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arrows.  Un- like other 
fletching glue, it is c l e a r l y 
labeled with an expi- r a t i o n 
date, typically 1 year from the 
date of manufacturing.

of the vane.  The clamp is also made shorter to better fit 
today’s popular shorter vanes, but can still fletch vanes 
as long as 4.25”. In addition, while Firenock does not 
make a helical clamp specific to the Aerovane Jig it is 
compatible with most magnetic base clamps including 
Bitzenburger, Grayling, Martin and others.

Easy to Organize and Transport
 

F i r e -
nock also 
offers the Aero- vane Jig in 3 
form of complete packages.  The 
ultimate set includes the Aerovane Jig, Aero-

vane Clamp, 3+1 sets of chuck and hook combinations, 
4-axis fully adjustable neck, base, Laser, water level, in a 
2 compartment handy carrying case.  This full protection 
carrying case allows an archer to travel to the remotest 
places. For those that want to travel light, the jig can 
easily separate from the neck with the twist of a knob.  
This design allows the archer to pick and choose how 
much gear to take with them to any specific 
destination.

FIRENOCK ™ AEROVANE ™ Jig & GlueFirenock’s High-Tech Aerovane Fletching Jig
   The incredibly precise and accurate Aerovane Fletch-
ing Jig is a remarkable unit that is CNC machined from 
high grade aluminum, brass and stainless steel and held 
to the absolute closest tolerances. The Aerovane Jig is 
designed to work with most clamps available today that 
utilize a standard magnetic holding system for helical 
and straight fletch.
   The accessories are precision made and include a 303 
stainless steel clamp, laser alignment module,  4-axis 
adjustable neck and interchangeable chuck and hook 
system for fletching all sizes of shafts. The jig and acces-
sories are sold separately however there is also a kit that 
includes the bare jig, a carrying case, a set of chucks, jig 
base, the adjustable 4-axis neck and the clamps.
  The Aerovane Jig’s index is made of titanium hard 
coated CNC aluminum mated with an ABEC#5 ceramic 
ball bearing for perfect alignment and smoothness.  The 
matched support hook also features 2 ball bearings 
which allow the arrow to be fully supported for smooth 
operation.  To further secure the arrow shaft in place, the 
Aerovane Jig utilizes triple O-rings plus a special wedge 
design to ensure perfect arrow holding while fletching.  
The dual magnet design also allows precision angle ad-
justment.  Each magnet is supported by independent, 
1mm per turn, brass machine screws that can be tight-
ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
using an allen key.

Additional Aerovane Fletching Jig features
   Four interchangeable chucks and hooks assist in ob-
taining perfect arrow alignment on the jig.  The inter-
changeable chuck sets are tapered to provide zero play.  
The ball bearing arrow support hooks are color-coded 
to match up with color-coded Firenock Extreme shock 
end caps for easy size identification.  Firenock will of-
fer 3 fixed chucks and 1 adjustable chuck to cover most 
shafts.   (Picture shows the 4 fixed sizes.  The fixed size 
chucks are made of 303 stainless with 3 sets of O-rings 
for perfect alignment and solid grabbing of arrows. For 
those who want maximum flexibility an adjustable chuck 
and hook system is available as an option to cover 0.115” 
to 0.667” shaft sizes.)

    All the hook set are also available with the slide ability 
to do offset up to 1.5 degree to the right.  This allows you 
to set offset without the need to adjust the magnet 

and be quite precise 

(+/-0.25 degree due to eyeballing).  The 
laser engraved slide hook has 4 markings 
and should bottoms out at 1.5 degree at 
maximum setting.  It is a fantastic addition 
for those who shot slower speed arrow and/
or use other vanes beside Aerovane.

The Aerovane Clamp:
  Is precision made of 303 stainless steel 
that is first die cast then machined with 
a straightness up to 0.001”.  The pivot 
point utilizes a zirconium ceramic ball 
bearing for smoothness, durability and 
resistance to moisture (rust).  The 
extra thick spring system with self 
alignment capability for any vane 
provides a consistent hold regardless 
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Perfect refletching with Laser Alignment 
Module:
    Aerovane laser Alignment modules was developed 
to make vane refletching a single vane and alignment 
simple and fool-proof set up on Aerovane jig simple 
and fool-proof.  The high precision 3 lens optics sys-
tem one which has a final line with of 0.25 - 0.55mm.  
In order  achieve perfect alignment, best precision and 
ease of use, the Aerovane laser modules are designed to 
be mounted about 75 mm right above the Aerovane Jig’s 
chuck via the 2 holes with its 2 screws, with which the 
laser line will span from the base of the clamp alignment 
line to the valley of the hook set at the top of the jig.  With 
these optional laser modules, perfect single vane re-
fletching can be done via any vane that is already installed 
on the arrow by eyes (which is believed to be 1/4 to 1/16 
of a degree accurate).  With these laser line alignment 
tools, one can precisely make perfect alignment from a 
perfect center line.  The line laser modules will give a 
crisp red line on the arrow even shine through the clamp 
and vane are on the jig through between the clamp and 
on the vane when it is on the jig for perfect alignment. 

Aerovane AG0600 Fletching 
Adhesive
   To complete your arrows with per-
fect Aerovane fletch- ing, Firenock 
specially formulated an AG0600 
adhesive.  This cy- anoac r ya te 
glue will set in 15 seconds and 
be ready to shoot with the 
help of the high power mag-
net and preci- sion clamp 
the Aerovane Jig offers. 
The glue is of- fered in a 1 
ounce bottle which is 
good for about 30 dozen 
arrows.  Un- like other 
fletching glue, it is c l e a r l y 
labeled with an expi- r a t i o n 
date, typically 1 year from the 
date of manufacturing.

of the vane.  The clamp is also made shorter to better fit 
today’s popular shorter vanes, but can still fletch vanes 
as long as 4.25”. In addition, while Firenock does not 
make a helical clamp specific to the Aerovane Jig it is 
compatible with most magnetic base clamps including 
Bitzenburger, Grayling, Martin and others.

Easy to Organize and Transport
 

F i r e -
nock also 
offers the Aero- vane Jig in 3 
form of complete packages.  The 
ultimate set includes the Aerovane Jig, Aero-

vane Clamp, 3+1 sets of chuck and hook combinations, 
4-axis fully adjustable neck, base, Laser, water level, in a 
2 compartment handy carrying case.  This full protection 
carrying case allows an archer to travel to the remotest 
places. For those that want to travel light, the jig can 
easily separate from the neck with the twist of a knob.  
This design allows the archer to pick and choose how 
much gear to take with them to any specific 
destination.

FIRENOCK ™ AEROVANE ™ Jig & GlueFirenock’s High-Tech Aerovane Fletching Jig
   The incredibly precise and accurate Aerovane Fletch-
ing Jig is a remarkable unit that is CNC machined from 
high grade aluminum, brass and stainless steel and held 
to the absolute closest tolerances. The Aerovane Jig is 
designed to work with most clamps available today that 
utilize a standard magnetic holding system for helical 
and straight fletch.
   The accessories are precision made and include a 303 
stainless steel clamp, laser alignment module,  4-axis 
adjustable neck and interchangeable chuck and hook 
system for fletching all sizes of shafts. The jig and acces-
sories are sold separately however there is also a kit that 
includes the bare jig, a carrying case, a set of chucks, jig 
base, the adjustable 4-axis neck and the clamps.
  The Aerovane Jig’s index is made of titanium hard 
coated CNC aluminum mated with an ABEC#5 ceramic 
ball bearing for perfect alignment and smoothness.  The 
matched support hook also features 2 ball bearings 
which allow the arrow to be fully supported for smooth 
operation.  To further secure the arrow shaft in place, the 
Aerovane Jig utilizes triple O-rings plus a special wedge 
design to ensure perfect arrow holding while fletching.  
The dual magnet design also allows precision angle ad-
justment.  Each magnet is supported by independent, 
1mm per turn, brass machine screws that can be tight-
ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
using an allen key.

Additional Aerovane Fletching Jig features
   Four interchangeable chucks and hooks assist in ob-
taining perfect arrow alignment on the jig.  The inter-
changeable chuck sets are tapered to provide zero play.  
The ball bearing arrow support hooks are color-coded 
to match up with color-coded Firenock Extreme shock 
end caps for easy size identification.  Firenock will of-
fer 3 fixed chucks and 1 adjustable chuck to cover most 
shafts.   (Picture shows the 4 fixed sizes.  The fixed size 
chucks are made of 303 stainless with 3 sets of O-rings 
for perfect alignment and solid grabbing of arrows. For 
those who want maximum flexibility an adjustable chuck 
and hook system is available as an option to cover 0.115” 
to 0.667” shaft sizes.)

    All the hook set are also available with the slide ability 
to do offset up to 1.5 degree to the right.  This allows you 
to set offset without the need to adjust the magnet 

and be quite precise 

(+/-0.25 degree due to eyeballing).  The 
laser engraved slide hook has 4 markings 
and should bottoms out at 1.5 degree at 
maximum setting.  It is a fantastic addition 
for those who shot slower speed arrow and/
or use other vanes beside Aerovane.

The Aerovane Clamp:
  Is precision made of 303 stainless steel 
that is first die cast then machined with 
a straightness up to 0.001”.  The pivot 
point utilizes a zirconium ceramic ball 
bearing for smoothness, durability and 
resistance to moisture (rust).  The 
extra thick spring system with self 
alignment capability for any vane 
provides a consistent hold regardless 
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Perfect refletching with Laser Alignment 
Module:
    Aerovane laser Alignment modules was developed 
to make vane refletching a single vane and alignment 
simple and fool-proof set up on Aerovane jig simple 
and fool-proof.  The high precision 3 lens optics sys-
tem one which has a final line with of 0.25 - 0.55mm.  
In order  achieve perfect alignment, best precision and 
ease of use, the Aerovane laser modules are designed to 
be mounted about 75 mm right above the Aerovane Jig’s 
chuck via the 2 holes with its 2 screws, with which the 
laser line will span from the base of the clamp alignment 
line to the valley of the hook set at the top of the jig.  With 
these optional laser modules, perfect single vane re-
fletching can be done via any vane that is already installed 
on the arrow by eyes (which is believed to be 1/4 to 1/16 
of a degree accurate).  With these laser line alignment 
tools, one can precisely make perfect alignment from a 
perfect center line.  The line laser modules will give a 
crisp red line on the arrow even shine through the clamp 
and vane are on the jig through between the clamp and 
on the vane when it is on the jig for perfect alignment. 

Aerovane AG0600 Fletching 
Adhesive
   To complete your arrows with per-
fect Aerovane fletch- ing, Firenock 
specially formulated an AG0600 
adhesive.  This cy- anoac r ya te 
glue will set in 15 seconds and 
be ready to shoot with the 
help of the high power mag-
net and preci- sion clamp 
the Aerovane Jig offers. 
The glue is of- fered in a 1 
ounce bottle which is 
good for about 30 dozen 
arrows.  Un- like other 
fletching glue, it is c l e a r l y 
labeled with an expi- r a t i o n 
date, typically 1 year from the 
date of manufacturing.

of the vane.  The clamp is also made shorter to better fit 
today’s popular shorter vanes, but can still fletch vanes 
as long as 4.25”. In addition, while Firenock does not 
make a helical clamp specific to the Aerovane Jig it is 
compatible with most magnetic base clamps including 
Bitzenburger, Grayling, Martin and others.

Easy to Organize and Transport
 

F i r e -
nock also 
offers the Aero- vane Jig in 3 
form of complete packages.  The 
ultimate set includes the Aerovane Jig, Aero-

vane Clamp, 3+1 sets of chuck and hook combinations, 
4-axis fully adjustable neck, base, Laser, water level, in a 
2 compartment handy carrying case.  This full protection 
carrying case allows an archer to travel to the remotest 
places. For those that want to travel light, the jig can 
easily separate from the neck with the twist of a knob.  
This design allows the archer to pick and choose how 
much gear to take with them to any specific 
destination.

Perfect refletching with Laser Alignment of the vane.  The clamp is also made shorter to better fit 
FIRENOCK ™ AEROVANE ™ Jig & GlueFirenock’s High-Tech Aerovane Fletching Jig

   The incredibly precise and accurate Aerovane Fletch-
ing Jig is a remarkable unit that is CNC machined from 
high grade aluminum, brass and stainless steel and held 
to the absolute closest tolerances. The Aerovane Jig is 
designed to work with most clamps available today that 
utilize a standard magnetic holding system for helical 
and straight fletch.
   The accessories are precision made and include a 303 
stainless steel clamp, laser alignment module,  4-axis 
adjustable neck and interchangeable chuck and hook 
system for fletching all sizes of shafts. The jig and acces-
sories are sold separately however there is also a kit that 
includes the bare jig, a carrying case, a set of chucks, jig 
base, the adjustable 4-axis neck and the clamps.
  The Aerovane Jig’s index is made of titanium hard 
coated CNC aluminum mated with an ABEC#5 ceramic 
ball bearing for perfect alignment and smoothness.  The 
matched support hook also features 2 ball bearings 
which allow the arrow to be fully supported for smooth 
operation.  To further secure the arrow shaft in place, the 
Aerovane Jig utilizes triple O-rings plus a special wedge 
design to ensure perfect arrow holding while fletching.  
The dual magnet design also allows precision angle ad-
justment.  Each magnet is supported by independent, 
1mm per turn, brass machine screws that can be tight-
ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
using an allen key.

Additional Aerovane Fletching Jig features
   Four interchangeable chucks and hooks assist in ob-
taining perfect arrow alignment on the jig.  The inter-
changeable chuck sets are tapered to provide zero play.  
The ball bearing arrow support hooks are color-coded 
to match up with color-coded Firenock Extreme shock 
end caps for easy size identification.  Firenock will of-
fer 3 fixed chucks and 1 adjustable chuck to cover most 
shafts.   (Picture shows the 4 fixed sizes.  The fixed size 
chucks are made of 303 stainless with 3 sets of O-rings 
for perfect alignment and solid grabbing of arrows. For 
those who want maximum flexibility an adjustable chuck 
and hook system is available as an option to cover 0.115” 
to 0.667” shaft sizes.)

    All the hook set are also available with the slide ability 
to do offset up to 1.5 degree to the right.  This allows you 
to set offset without the need to adjust the magnet 

and be quite precise 

(+/-0.25 degree due to eyeballing).  The 
laser engraved slide hook has 4 markings 
and should bottoms out at 1.5 degree at 
maximum setting.  It is a fantastic addition 
for those who shot slower speed arrow and/
or use other vanes beside Aerovane.

The Aerovane Clamp:
  Is precision made of 303 stainless steel 
that is first die cast then machined with 
a straightness up to 0.001”.  The pivot 
point utilizes a zirconium ceramic ball 
bearing for smoothness, durability and 
resistance to moisture (rust).  The 
extra thick spring system with self 
alignment capability for any vane 
provides a consistent hold regardless 
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ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
using an allen key.

Additional Aerovane Fletching Jig features
   Four interchangeable chucks and hooks assist in ob
taining perfect arrow alignment on the jig.  The inter
changeable chuck sets are tapered to provide zero play.  
The ball bearing arrow support hooks are color-coded 
to match up with color-coded Firenock Extreme shock 
end caps for easy size identification.  Firenock will of
fer 3 fixed chucks and 1 adjustable chuck to cover most 
shafts.   (Picture shows the 4 fixed sizes.  The fixed size 
chucks are made of 303 stainless with 3 sets of O-rings 
for perfect alignment and solid grabbing of arrows. For 
those who want maximum flexibility an adjustable chuck 
and hook system is available as an option to cover 0.115” 
to 0.667” shaft sizes.)

    All the hook set are also available with the slide ability 
to do offset up to 1.5 degree to the right.  This allows you 
to set offset without the need to adjust the magnet 

(+/-0.25 degree due to eyeballing).  The 
laser engraved slide hook has 4 markings 
and should bottoms out at 1.5 degree at 
maximum setting.  It is a fantastic addition 
for those who shot slower speed arrow and/
or use other vanes beside Aerovane.

The Aerovane Clamp:
  Is precision made of 303 stainless steel 
that is first die cast then machined with 
a straightness up to 0.001”.  The pivot 
point utilizes a zirconium ceramic ball 
bearing for smoothness, durability and 
resistance to moisture (rust).  The 
extra thick spring system with self 
alignment capability for any vane 
provides a consistent hold regardless 

on the vane when it is on the jig for perfect alignment. 

Aerovane AG0600 Fletching 
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justment.  Each magnet is supported by independent, 
1mm per turn, brass machine screws that can be tight-
ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
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   To complete your arrows with per-
fect Aerovane fletch- ing, Firenock 
specially formulated an AG0600 
adhesive.  This cy- anoac r ya te 
glue will set in 15 seconds and 
be ready to shoot with the 
help of the high power mag-
net and preci- sion clamp 
the Aerovane Jig offers. 
The glue is of- fered in a 1 
ounce bottle which is 
good for about 30 dozen 
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fletching glue, it is c l e a r l y 
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date of manufacturing.
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vane Clamp, 3+1 sets of chuck and hook combinations, 
4-axis fully adjustable neck, base, Laser, water level, in a 
2 compartment handy carrying case.  This full protection 
carrying case allows an archer to travel to the remotest 
places. For those that want to travel light, the jig can 
easily separate from the neck with the twist of a knob.  
This design allows the archer to pick and choose how 
much gear to take with them to any specific 
destination.

ened by hand for fine adjustment and then locked down 
using an allen key.

Additional Aerovane Fletching Jig features
   Four interchangeable chucks and hooks assist in ob-
taining perfect arrow alignment on the jig.  The inter-
changeable chuck sets are tapered to provide zero play.  
The ball bearing arrow support hooks are color-coded 
to match up with color-coded Firenock Extreme shock 
end caps for easy size identification.  Firenock will of-
fer 3 fixed chucks and 1 adjustable chuck to cover most 
shafts.   (Picture shows the 4 fixed sizes.  The fixed size 
chucks are made of 303 stainless with 3 sets of O-rings 
for perfect alignment and solid grabbing of arrows. For 
those who want maximum flexibility an adjustable chuck 
and hook system is available as an option to cover 0.115” 
to 0.667” shaft sizes.)

    All the hook set are also available with the slide ability 
to do offset up to 1.5 degree to the right.  This allows you 
to set offset without the need to adjust the magnet 

and be quite precise 

(+/-0.25 degree due to eyeballing).  The 
laser engraved slide hook has 4 markings 
and should bottoms out at 1.5 degree at 
maximum setting.  It is a fantastic addition 
for those who shot slower speed arrow and/
or use other vanes beside Aerovane.

The Aerovane Clamp:
  Is precision made of 303 stainless steel 
that is first die cast then machined with 
a straightness up to 0.001”.  The pivot 
point utilizes a zirconium ceramic ball 
bearing for smoothness, durability and 
resistance to moisture (rust).  The 
extra thick spring system with self 
alignment capability for any vane 
provides a consistent hold regardless 
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A-Way Hunting Products, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1859
3230 Calhoun Road, PO Box 492 
Beaverton, MI 48612-8304
www.awayhunting.com

AXCEL Sights
ATA Show Booth No. 1849
131 Crennel Drive, PO Box 1180 
Madison Heights, VA 24572
truball@truball.com
Ph: 434-929-2800 Fax: 434-929-3864

Axion Archery
ATA Show Booth No. 2157, C25
1324 Union Hill Road, Suite C  
Alpharetta, GA 30004-5772
Ph: 330-343-0900 Fax: 330-364-3700

Bad Boy Buggies, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 512
1451 Marvin Gri�  n Road
Augusta, GA 30906-3852
Ph: 706-792-5742 Fax: 601-442-6707

Bad River Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 405
PO Box 128
Saint Charles, MI 48655-0128
Ph: 989-642-2345 Fax: 989-642-3453

Badlands Packs
ATA Show Booth No. 901
8100 S 1300 W, Suite D
West Jordan, UT 84088-8307
www.vortexoutdoors.com
Ph: 800-269-1875 Fax: 801-978-2249

Banks Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 2455
31785 64th Ave
Cannon Falls, MN 55009-4265
www.banksoutdoors.com
Ph: 507-263-4129 Fax: 507-263-4891

Barnett Crossbows
ATA Show Booth No.  2125, C9
955 Live Oak Street
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689-4139
www.barnettcrossbows.com
Ph: 727-234-4962 Fax: 727-942-6100
Barronett Blinds
ATA Show Booth No. 1755
1160 8th Ave

Cumberland, WI 54829-9104
www.ardisam.com
Ph: 800-345-6007 Fax: 715-822-4180

BCY, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1649
697 Middle Street
Middletown, CT 06457-1547
www.bcy� bers.com
Contact: Ray Browne
Ph: 860-632-7115 Fax: 860-632-5775

BCY introduces a new bowstring-
8190-made from SK90 Dyneema-the 
very best HMPE � ber in the world. 
Blended with a small strand of Gore 
� ber for increased durability, 8190 will 
have the lowest creep of any HMPE 
bowstring material. Smaller diameter for 
higher speed-24 strands (plus or minus 
2) is recommended. All solid colors will 
be available. 

Bear Archery / Trophy Ridge
ATA Show Booth No. 2500, C1, C2, C3
817 Maxwell Ave
Evansville, IN 47711-3847
www.beararcheryproducts.com
Ph: 812-467-1200 Fax: 812-467-1300

We've never told you what you 
wanted. We've never forced you to 
compromise. We've never ignored your 
demands. From the bows we design to 
the way they shoot in your hand- you are 
in complete control. There's never been 
a bow company like Bear. And there's 
never been a bow like the Anarchy. Rise 
Up. Join Us. Visit us to � nd out more 
about the all new Anarchy

The Cypher Series sights are formed 
from our newest technology, the Ballistix 
CoPolymer System, making them light-
er and quieter without compromising 
strength. There's no other sight like it. 
They are available in 3, 5, and 7 pin con-
� gurations, micro-adjustment is avail-
able and they come in both black and 
Realtree APG camo. Just more proof 
that...Precision Is In Our Blood. 

Bearpaw Products
ATA Show Booth No. 1353
Bogensport Bodnik GmbH
Hannebach 30 
Grossheirath 96269 Germany
www.bearpaw-products.com

PH: +49 9565 616 88-0
Fax: +49 9565 616 88 -21

Beman
ATA Show Booth No. 1325
5040 Harold Gatty Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-2860
www.beman.com
Contact: Nate Pilcher
Ph: 801-539-1400 Fax: 801-521-8445 

Lethal arrow � ight is about stealth 
and speed and ICS Hunter Pro joins 
the Beman line up with a � rst-of-its-
kind innovative high-speed shaft cou-
pled with Carbon Weave Realtree camo. 
Hunter Pro starts with a high strength, 
lightweight carbon foundation and then 
adds the concealment of Realtree graph-
ics to create a package that doesn’t sac-
ri� ce � at shooting precision.   Microlite S 
nocks, and ViBrake inserts complete the 
package for high-velocity stealth and 
accuracy.   www.beman.com.

Benchmade Knife Company
ATA Show Booth No.: 1157
SHOT Show Booth No.: 10357
300 Beavercreek Road, 
Oregon City, OR 97045
www.benchmade.com
Ph: 800-800-7427 Fax: 503-655-7922

The   Lone Wolf Mountainside drop-
point combo a� ords the big game hunt-
er two knives needed to process their 
trophy e�  ciently and with proper care.   
This combo includes the Mountainside 
Drop-Point and the Mountainside Caper 

Nothing gets lost in translation in Brunton country. We embrace an 
American hunting heritage that can’t be appreciated when “fair-chase” 
means road-hunting from the Autobahn. 

Introducing the new Brunton Icon Series Optics…the most efficient 
optical systems in the field. Featuring the best components available 
for increased light transmission and optical clarity, the new Brunton 
Icon Series Optics are committed to backing you all the way; from 
unmatched field performance to lifelong support with our unconditional 
Halo warranty. 

When what counts is a partner by your side, sharpening your focus, 
sharing your success, and backing you up for life…it’s easy to see who’s 
really with you, and who’s half a world away. That’s the New Brunton 
Icon. The Real Deal.

bruntonhunting.com

THE NEW BRUNTON ICON. ™

™

Riverton, Wyoming USA®

New Beman ICS Hunter Pro arrow

Lone
Wolf
Mountainside
Combo, with
caping knife
shown below
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Nothing gets lost in translation in Brunton country. We embrace an 
American hunting heritage that can’t be appreciated when “fair-chase” 
means road-hunting from the Autobahn. 

Introducing the new Brunton Icon Series Optics…the most efficient 
optical systems in the field. Featuring the best components available 
for increased light transmission and optical clarity, the new Brunton 
Icon Series Optics are committed to backing you all the way; from 
unmatched field performance to lifelong support with our unconditional 
Halo warranty. 

When what counts is a partner by your side, sharpening your focus, 
sharing your success, and backing you up for life…it’s easy to see who’s 
really with you, and who’s half a world away. That’s the New Brunton 
Icon. The Real Deal.

bruntonhunting.com

THE NEW BRUNTON ICON. ™

™™

Riverton, Wyoming USA

really with you, and who’s half a world away. That’s the New Brunton 

®
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2, featuring Bohler N680 “super-stain-
less” blade steel and heritage walnut 
handles. The Drop-Point has a classic 
blade pro� le with an advanced handle 
that provides the successful hunter with 
superior functionality. The Caper 2 is 
a knife designed speci� cally for situa-
tions that require precision and accu-
racy.  Both knives come together in one 
handsome leather sheath and include a 
lifetime warranty.  Proudly made in the 
USA. MSRP $160

Berry’s Mfg, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 538
401 N 3050 E
Saint George, UT 84790-9004
www.berrysmfg.com
Ph: 435-634-1682 Fax: 435-634-1683

Big & J Industries, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 565
1981 E Gulf Stream Drive
Grand Island, NE 68801-9160
www.bignjindustries.com
Ph: 866-210-7781 Fax: 888-824-5660 

Big Dog Treestands, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 701
120 Detroit Pkwy, PO Box 952
Morton, IL 61550-1857
www.bigdogtreestands.com
Contact: Korrey Varwig
Ph: 309-263-6800 Fax: 309-263-6855

BDT-400 16’ Bow Quad 
Big Dog Treestands is at it again! 

There’s plenty of room in this 16’ Bow 
Quad... Enjoy 8 zippered side windows 
in the 7’ tall Timberstrike Camo enclo-
sure!  With it’s 52 x 52” octagon platform 
it allows room for your gear and free-
and-easy movement as you wait for 
the shot of a lifetime. You can step and 
shoot with con� dence, too, as the struc-
ture meets TMA standards for stability 
and safety.

This has a 300 pound weight capac-
ity, weights 215 pounds and includes 
a � oor mat so small pieces don’t fall 
through the steel mesh platform. 

Big Dog 17.5’ Two-Man Stadium XL 
Ladder stand. 

Big Dog Treestands has redesigned 
the old two man hunting platform. Take 
a look at this Two Man 17.5’ heavy duty 
duel rail ladder stand. This large curved 
platform is perfect for you and a friend!  
With its wrap around design you won’t 

miss the shoot just because it’s behind 
you. Free Timberstrike Blind Included, 

Big Game Treestands
ATA Show Booth No. 824
SHOT Show Booth No. 214
1820 N Redding Ave, PO Box 382 
Windom, MN 56101-1290
www.biggametreestands.com
Ph: 800-268-5077 Fax: 507-831-1078

Big Game Treestands has always 
been known for providing an extremely 
diverse selection of high quality prod-
ucts...ladderstands, fixed positions, 
tripods, box blinds, climbing systems, 
game carts, shooting benches, seats, 
and a large selection of accessories to 
enhance any hunting application. In 
2012 we exploded into 2 new catego-
ries o� ering yet more variety that will 
exceed all expectations. Time tested 
favorites plus improved and all new 
products...we o� er nothing less than 
rock solid quality. Stop in at the ATA and/

or SHOT Show booth to 
“Fuel the Addiction. Big 
Game Treestands.

Big Green Targets
ATA No. 2332, 2235
1705 Gulf Street
Lamar, MO 64759-1834
biggreentargets.com
Contact: Danny Little
Ph: 888-390-5548 
 The new “Gamer” Field 
Point Target that is unlike 
any archery target on the 
market. The 100% recy-
cled material target fea-
tures two unique “game” 
target faces designed to 
create longer target life 
and add hours of enter-

tainment to your shooting and mea-
sures 20 x 20 x 13 inches.

High de� nition screen-printed front 
and back target faces provide remark-
ably sharp and crystal clear graphics. 
The front face of the archery target has 
variable size shooting spots that high-
light di� erent point values along with 
a deer skull allowing archers to create 
exciting competitive games while hon-
ing their shooting skills. The back face 
of the archery target has a screen-print-
ed dartboard that o� ers shooters the 
opportunity for creating endless hours 
of shooting fun.

Like every Big Green Target, the 
“Gamer”   features a proprietary design 
consisting of a heat bonded, layered 
closed-cell foam outer core � lled with 
recycled fabric that is designed to stop 
blazing fast arrows, they are also built 
with arrow ease-of-removal in mind to 
ensure an enjoyable shooting experi-
ence.    The “Gamer” Target is Crossbow 
Rated to 350 fps.

Big Red, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 316
9236 July Lane
Street Augustine, FL 32080-8631
Ph: 901-461-0505  

Big Tine
ATA Show Booth No. 474
PO Box 168
Rockville, IN 47872-0168
www.bigtine.com
Ph: 765-569-4636 Fax: 765-569-4610
BIGshot Archery LLC

Big 
Dog 
16" 
Bow
Quad

Big  Green Gamer Target

Big 
Dog 
Stadium XL
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ATA Show Booth No. 307
175 Race Street
Downingtown, PA 19335
www.bigshottargets.com
Ph: 610-873-0147
Target/Backstops

Black Gold
ATA Show Booth No. 2421
461 Jetway Drive, Suite B  
Belgrade, MT 59714-9136
www.blackgoldsights.com
Ph: 406-388-9060 Fax: 406-388-4782 

Black Widow Deer Lures, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1956
7261 Madrid Road
Brooksville, FL 34613-5329
www.blackwidowdeerlures.com
Ph: 352-592-5340 Fax: 352-592-5340 

Block Targets/Glendel Targets
ATA Show Booth No. 1725
101 Main Street
Superior, WI 54880-1374
www.� eldlogic.com
Contact: David Stock
Ph: 715-395-9955 Fax: 715-395-9959

The Block was the � rst open layered 
foam target to hit the market back in 
1997. It still leads the market with imi-
tations attempting to replicate its look 
and feel. The Block is still the original, 
the classic that stood the test of time. 
Now it has been reinvented as the Block 
Classic. The Block Fusion has been rede-
signed and renamed the Block Black. 
Both state of the art targets o� er a new 
high contrast design for better visibility.

Field Logic now o� ers a full line 
of ultra-realistic 3-D targets with the 
Shooter Buck, Big Shooter Buck, GlenDel 
Buck, GlenDel Pre-Rut and the Glen-Del 
Full Rut. Standing 36 inches tall at the 
shoulder and representing the size of 
a 250 pound live weight deer the new 
GlenDel Pre Rut � ts perfectly between 
the GlenDel Full Rut (37 inches at the 
shoulder and representing a 300 pound 
deer) and the GlenDel Buck (34 inches 
and representing a 200 pound deer.

BloodSport
ATA Show Booth No.  2141, C7
6604 201  Street
Albia, IA 52531-8522
LKendall@gomuddy.com
Ph: 877-366-8339 Fax: 641-932-2349
Blue River Innovations, LLC

ATA Show Booth No. 2257
PO Box 519
Marysville, KS 66508-0519
Ph: 785-562-8386 Fax: 785-562-1010

Bogs Footwear
ATA Show Booth No. 334
333 W Estabrook Blvd
Glendale, WI 53212
www.bogsfootwear.com
Ph: 310-433-5547

Bohning Company
ATA Show Booth No. 2249
Kinsey’s Show Booth No. 703-704
NABA Show Booth No. 526
Ellett Bros. Show Booth No. TBD
NBS Show Booth No. TBD
Sports, Inc. Show Booth No. TBD
Mathews Show Booth No. TBD
7361 N 7 Mile Road
Lake City, MI 49651
www.bohning.com
Ph: 231-229-4247 Fax: 231-229-4615 

In 2012 Bohning is proud to intro-
duce the BowHitch. The BowHitch is 
a metal bracket system designed to 
mount a bow wherever you want. It 
comes with the parts to attach it to a 
metal tree stand or simply to attach it 
to a wall or post. The “L” bracket stays 
attached to your bows riser with receiv-
ers placed wherever you need your 
bow secured. The coated “L” bracket 
slides into the receiver for a rock solid 

connection. Excellent way to display or 
store bows.

The Carp-ivore Rest, for bow� sh-
ing, is the � rst of its kind. It combines 
the smooth shooting roller rest with 
the security of a capture rest. You can 
shoot from any angle with the top load 
containment feature. Replaceable roller 
mechanism and bristles make it durable 
and fool proof.

Bone Collector Seasoning
ATA Show Booth No. 542
136 N Main Street
Henderson, KY 42420-3102
ccrafton@tank-consultants.com
Ph: 270-827-8225

Boss Buck, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 357
210 S Highway 175
Seagoville, TX 75159-1816
roberta@bossbuck.com
Ph: 972-287-1216 Fax: 972-287-1892

Bow & Arrow Hunting
ATA Show Booth No. 2217
4635 Mcewen Road
Dallas, TX 75244-5308
www.beckett.com
Ph: 972-448-9173 Fax: 972-991-8930

Bow Trainer
ATA Show Booth No. 450
111 9th Street SE, Unit 1
Cooperstown, ND 58425-7341
www.bow-trainer.com
Contact: Scott Lindemann
Ph: 866-701-8867 Fax: 701-797-3002

Bow Trainer is the newest innova-
tion in archery strength training and 
conditioning. Bow Trainer's versatility 
allows compound, traditional and com-
petitive archers to simulate drawing a 
bow with variable draw weights up to 
130 pounds. Great for archers of any 
age or ability, Bow Trainer's three-step 

Bohning BowHitch bow holder

Bohning Carpi-ivore 
bow� shing rest

Bow Trainer in use
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training program promotes gradual 
improvement in archery specific muscle 
development while improving form and 
accuracy. Perfect for archers who don't 
always find time to shoot their bow to 
stay conditioned, Bow Trainer is light-
weight and can be used virtually any-
where. Help your customers stay condi-
tioned and ready for their next hunt or 
competition. MSRP. $42.94. Made in USA

BowJax, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 265
18544 N Rimrock Road  
Hayden, ID 83835-9360
www.bowjax.com
Ph: 208-762-3692 Fax: 208-762-4297

The Revelations Split Limb 
Dampener helps take out noise and 
vibrations from your split limb bow.   
They weigh only 269 grains each. They 
fit a gap of .700” and mainly fit on Hoyt 
bows and the BowTech Invasion. 

These new dampeners have a MSRP 
of $16.99 per pack of 2, and MSRP of 
$22.99 per pack of 4.

The new Lost Camo 5” Max Jax 
Stabilizer is a nice new addition to our 
stabilizer category. The stabilizer weighs 
6 ounces, and it comes with 2 brown 
dampeners. The new Lost Camo 5” 
Stabilizers has a MSRP of  $35.99.

Bowsaver, Inc
ATA Show Booth No. 607
1410 US Hwy 90-A East, PO Box 303
Hallettsville, TX 77964
www.bowsaverinc.com
Ph: 361-798-4849 Fax: 361-798-4627

BowTech
ATA Show Booth No. 1949, D10, D11, 
D12, D13, D14, D15
Kinsey's Show Booth No. TBD
NABA Show Booth No. TBD
90554 Highway 99 N
Eugene, OR 97402-9624
www.bowtecharchery.com
Ph: 888-689-1289 Fax: 541-689-2220

BowTech, the outright leader in 
archery innovation, has adapted one 
of 2011’s most popular R.A.K. bows, the 
Assassin, and expanded its demograph-
ic reach with the Assassin SD for archers 
with a shorter draw at an incredible 
$649 retail price point. Responding to 
the overwhelming outcries for a shorter 
draw bow that didn’t compromise per-
formance, the fully loaded Assassin SD 
is specifically designed with a 22.5”-27” 
draw and features BowTech’s Binary Cam 
System, rotating draw length modules 
and Octane Factory Strings. 

BowTech, the industry leader in 
archery technology, has upgraded its 
signature bow for female archers, The 
Heartbreaker, with an adjustable sight 
and new finish for 2012. Designed to 
be lightweight and strong, the most 
advanced women’s bow on the mar-
ket is now even better equipped to 
dominate the competition with a four-
pin adjustable sight for improved per-
formance and a new Razzberry finish 
option allowing female archers to show 
their personality in the field. 

Brownell & Co., Inc
ATA Show Booth No. 1352
423 E Haddam-Moodus Rd, PO Box 362
Moodus, CT 06469
www.brownellarchery.com
Contact: Eric Griggs
Ph: 860-873-8625 Fax: 860-873-1944

At Brownell our mission is to build 
on our long standing tradition of prod-
uct excellence and innovation to provide 
the archery industry with the highest 
quality bowstring materials available.  
We are committed to the research and 
development of the latest fiber technol-
ogies for use in bowstring materials.  We 
thrive to exceed our customer’s expecta-
tions in quality, innovation and service 
because we understand and appreciate 
that our success is achieved through 
their success.  

For 2012 Brownell is proud to intro-
duce XS2, made from the highest quality 
HMPE and enhanced through Brownell’s 
proprietary process.  Through this pro-
cess, XS2 achieves the same stability as a 
blended material while still maintaining 
excellent speed and an incredibly soft 
shot.  The small diameter of XS2 makes 
it very easy to work with and a great 
option for string makers looking to pro-
duce multi-color offerings.  XS2 is avail-
able in a full assortment of color options.

Brunton
ATA Show Booth No. 459 
2255 Brunton Court
Riverton, WY 82501

Brownell's new string and cable material

Bowjax Revelation

Bowjax Max Jax stabilizer in Lost Camo

BowTech Assassin (left) and Heartbreaker
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FPS340 BRACE HEIGHT7.25” AXLE-TO-AXLE35.25”LBS3.8

THE ALL-NEW

From the bows we design to the way they shoot in your hand – 
you are in complete control. There’s never been a bow company like Bear. 
And there’s never been a bow like the ANARCHY. RISE UP. JOIN US.

Visit beararcheryproducts.com to fi nd out more about the all-new Anarchy.

WE’VE NEVER TOLD YOU WHAT YOU WANTED.
WE’VE NEVER FORCED YOU TO COMPROMISE.
WE’VE NEVER IGNORED YOUR DEMANDS.
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FPS340 BRACE HEIGHT7.25” AXLE-TO-AXLE35.25”LBS3.8

THE ALL-NEW

From the bows we design to the way they shoot in your hand – 
you are in complete control. There’s never been a bow company like Bear. 
And there’s never been a bow like the ANARCHY. RISE UP. JOIN US.

Visit beararcheryproducts.com to fi nd out more about the all-new Anarchy.
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WE’VE NEVER FORCED YOU TO COMPROMISE.
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www.bruntonhunting.com
Contact: Joel Bell
Ph: 307-857-4700 Fax: 307-857-4702

Brunton’s going hunting...and we’re 
bringing you along! New for 2012 is the 
“Real Deal” Brunton Hunting Partner 
program that’s been designed spe-
ci� cally for independent retailers with 
industry-leading program features 
like great pricing incentives, extended 
dating, exceptional margins, and over 
$2,000 worth of merchandising sup-
port! The right Partner makes all the 
di� erence, so contact Brunton today to 
learn more and � nd out how to qualify 
for these great program features. Now, 
that’s the Real Deal!

New for 2012...Brunton ICON Series 
Optics, the � nest Optics on Earth. 
Brunton ICON’s superlative performance 
comes from the best components avail-
able, and by focusing on the optical sys-
tem as a whole to minimize the number 
of glass coatings needed to increase 
light transmission and optical clarity. 
But it’s more than advanced technology 
here...our commitment is to backing 
you all the way, from unmatched � eld 
performance to lifelong support. Stock 
Brunton’s new ICONs...a trusted Partner 
for specialty retailers.   

Buck Bomb, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 2114
1612 Professional Blvd, Suite G
Crofton, MD 21114-2049
dbrown@buckbomb.com
Ph: 866-850-6653 Fax: 410-721-0895

Buck Commander Co.
ATA Show Booth No. 808
117 Kings Lane

West Monroe, LA 71292-9430
www.buckcommander.com
Ph: 318-387-0588 Fax: 318-387-9322

BuckEye Cam
ATA Show Booth No. 554 
8157 US Hwy 50
Athens, OH 45701
www.buckeyecam.com
Contact: Becky White
Ph: 866-325-8172 Fax: 740-594-2875

Check out the new X7D! Smaller 
wireless cameras with a smaller price 
tag...

Use your Big Buck Tag coupon for 20 
percent o�  any camera order at the ATA!   

Buck Fever Synthetic Scents
ATA Show Booth No. 305
10276 E M 42
Manton, MI 49663
sales@buckfeverusa.com
Ph: 810-394-1188 

Buck Stop Lure Co., Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 2349 
3600 Grow Road, PO Box 636 
Stanton, MI 48888-0636
Ph: 989-762-5091 Fax: 989-762-5124 

Buck Wear, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 425
SHOT Show Booth No. 10547
2900 Cowan Ave 
Baltimore, MD 21223-3205
www.buckwear.com
Ph: 800-813-7708 Fax: 410-646-7700

While Buck Wear believes there is 
always time for humor, it knows there 
are moments requiring more quiet 
and serious style. Because of this, the 
company has introduced its new PS 
Xtreme Hunter Hoodie which re� ects 

the rugged and more austere qualities 
of the sport of hunting.

Quality through and through, the 
hoodie is complete with drawstring and 
pouch pocket. Buck Wear has employed 
the highest quality screen-printing pro-
cess to create the best-looking and most 
durable hoodie possible. A stoic-looking 
buck is featured on the chest of the 
predominantly dark brown hoodie with 
the words "Xtreme Hunter" in orange 
giving the sweatshirt a low-key but 
striking overall presence. Constructed 
from 100 percent pre-shrunk cotton, the 
solid pullover is � anked with Mossy Oak 
Break-Up In� nity Camo on each arm.

Burr & Company
ATA Show Booth No. 1245
3351 Claystone Street SE, Suite G19
Grand Rapids, MI 49546-5781
www.burrcompany.com
Contact: Je�  DeRegnaucourt
Ph: 800-878-2877 Fax: 616-977-7755

Insurance for Archery Retail Shops 
and Gun Shops.

Insurance for Archery Equipment 
Manufacturers.

Bushnell Outdoor Products
ATA Show Booth No. 1733
9200 Cody Street
Overland Park, KS 66214-1734
www.bushnell.com
Ph: 913-752-3400 Fax: 913-752-3550

Cajun Archery, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 2628
708 W 1800 N, Suite 11A
Logan, UT 84321-1707
www.cajunarchery.com
Contact: Dave White

Brunton Icon

BuckEye Cam X7D wireless camera

Buck Wear's new Xtreme Hunter style
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Ph: 800-551-3076 Fax: 435-752-9533
Cajun Archery o� ers the � rst-of-

it’s-kind bow� shing arrow designed 
for lighter poundage bows. Problems 
arise when those shooting light pound-
age try and use arrows of the same 
mass.  Issues show themselves in the 
form of lack of accuracy, arrow drifting 
and inadequate penetration of � sh or 
water. When � rst introduced the Cajun 
Yellow Jacket arrow revolutionized the 
way people thought about bow� sh-
ing arrow technology, it’s higher-than-
average mass weight and carbon/� ber-
glass weave was an excellent choice 
for durability, penetration and over-
all performance, but at an average of 
1,100 grains this heavyweight isn’t one 
size � ts all.  The new � berglass, 21.4 
grain per inch, black composite Hornet 
LITE whi� s the scales at 600 grains giv-
ing it enough weight to perform well 
on moderately scaled � sh and in rea-
sonable water depths.  With a softer 
and more forgiving spine this arrow is 
designed for shooters with shorter draw 
lengths and speci� cally engineered for 
bows shooting 40 pound draws or less.  
At 28 inches long the Hornet LITE o� ers 
enough length to keep your line out 
front of your rest and riser for safety.  
Nocks and points are attached the same 
as all standard Cajun Archery shafts and 
is sold as either a blank shaft or a full 
arrow equipped with Cajun’s Piranha 
point and AMS Safety Slide.  MSRP: 
Blank Shaft: $4.99 MSRP: Complete 
Arrow w/ Point and AMS Safety Slide:  
$15.99

Camowraps
ATA Show Booth No. 767 
PO Box 6118
Slidell, LA 70469-6118
www.camowraps.com
Ph: 985-607-0023 Fax: 985-661-1447

CampbellCameras.com
ATA Show Booth No. 601
1327 Co. Road. 800 N.
Carmi, IL 62821
www.campbelloutdoorchallenge.com
Ph: 618-384-3337 Fax: 618-382-8839

Carbon Express
ATA Show Booth No. 911
3475 Eastman Drive
Flushing, MI 48433
www.carbonexpressarrows.com
Ph: 800-241-4833

The all-new Crush Arrow by Carbon 
Express delivers the performance engi-
neering and quality that de� nes what 
Carbon Express arrows are known for. 
The advanced carbon composite shaft 
is engineered for a � atter trajectory and 
consistent accuracy. With the unique 
Diamond Coat � nish, exclusively from 
Carbon Express, The Crush delivers a 
smoother release o�  the arrow rest and 
provides greater stealth in the � eld. This 
all new arrow series, designed in part-
nership by Carbon Express and Lee & 
Ti� any Lakosky of The Crush delivers 
exceptional shooting performance.  

The Covert SLS was designed for 
compact comfort. With 355 fps and 119 
ft-lb of kinetic energy, it’s packed with 
blazing speed and incredible power. 
Lightweight and extremely well bal-
anced, the SLS features a green anod-
ized � ight rail, proven carbon infused 
limbs on a mini-parallel CNC machined 
riser and premium string and cables—
all to deliver accurate shots in the tight-
est of spaces. And like the CX2, the SLS’s 
Picatinny mounting system, complete 
with adjustable forearm and mounting 
grip, provides the ultimate combination 
of adjustability for any shooting style 
and in a wide variety of hunting environ-
ments.

CanCooker, Inc
ATA Show Booth No. 415
925 W 6th Street 
Fremont, NE 68025-4700
www.cancooker.com
Ph: 402-721-2665 Fax: 415-329-1920

Canville Creek
ATA Show Booth No. 679
511 Canyon Drive 
Lawrence, KS 66049-2451
Ph: 307-418-0924 

Carbon Tech Arrows, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 363, F5
PO Box 2776
Muncie, IN 47307-0776
www.carbontecharrows.com
Ph: 765-287-8670 Fax: 765-287-8671

CarbonPro
ATA Show Booth No. 1936
29 Olcott Street
Manchester, CT 06040-2628
www.greatreearchery.com
Ph: 860-643-7344 Fax: 860-643-4970

Careco Multi Media Inc
ATA Show Booth No. 1653
5717 Northwest Pkwy, Suite 104
San Antonio, TX 78249-3382
Ph: 210-697-8081 Fax: 210-697-0150

   Made in USA.   Share your Muzzy Moments on Facebook or at:     WWW.MUZZY.COM   |   770-387-9300     

“I’ve worked closely 
with the engineers 
at Muzzy to maximize 
the penetration and 
performance of this 
broadhead!”broadhead!”

TRADITION
RAISEDTOTHE
NEXTLEVEL 
RAISEDTOTHE
NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL NEXTLEVEL 

Bad to the Bone 
Bowhunting TV!
See it on Sportsman 
Channel in 2012!

Features
• Razor Sharp Blades
• Easily Resharpened
• Removable/Replaceable Bleeder Blade
• For Traditional & Compound Shooters 

That Want More Penetration and 
Performance Out of a Cut on Contact 
Broadhead

Specifi cations
• 150 grain, 4-blade
• 125 grain, 2-blade
• Cutting Diameter: 1-1/8” x 1”

®

®

®

Cajun Hornet Lite

Carbon Express Covert SLS

Carbon 
Express 
Crush arrow
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Carson Optical
SHOT Show Booth No. 810
35 Gilpin Ave
Hauppauge, NY 11788
www.carsonoptical.com
Contact: Tim Faust
Ph: 800-967-8427 Fax: 631-427-6749

Just when you didn’t think Carson’s 
award-winning 3D binoculars could 
get any better, …enter their new 3D/
ED high performance optics. Carefully 
manufactured with high quality ED 
glass that eliminates chromatic aber-
ration (color distortion) these optics 
provide true to life colors, crystal clear 
images, and unprecedented detail. To 
illustrate the advantages of ED technol-
ogy, Carson’s team of optical engineers 
have also designed a patent-pending 
visual test chart that will be available 
at many independent sporting goods 
retailers.  MSRP $399.

Keeping your optical lenses clean 
and in top notch condition is always 
a challenge. Carson's team of product 
designers have come up with an answer 
that's "clearly better." Carson is proud to 
introduce a new series of patent-pend-
ing lens and screen cleaners branded 
C6. All of the innovative cleaning tools 
feature a specially formulated C6 dry 
cleaning compound that e� ectively and 
safely cleans screens and lenses. Seven 
models, with varying size and shape 
pads clean everything from binoculars 
and scopes to cameras, iPods and iPads.

Cartel/Doosung Corporation
ATA Show Booth No. 1715
928 Sogma - Ri Daegot-Myun
Kimpo City KYUNGKI-DO South Korea
Ph: 82-2-2272-5445 
Fax: 82-31-997-2537

Carter Enterprises
ATA Show Booth No. 2011
487 N 2300 E, PO Box 19

Saint Anthony, ID 83445-0019
www.carterenterprises.com
Contact: Forrest
Ph: 208-624-3467 Fax: 208-624-7515

New for 2012, Carter introduces 
the "Whatever" index � nger release aid. 
The new Whatever is the most versatile, 
yet simplistic index � nger release ever 
created. The Whatever features a "one 
push" closed jaw system for the con� -
dence of a completely enclosed loop. 
This jaw also has an innovated angled 
loop channel that self aligns the D-loop 
to the exact same position every time 
which guarantees accuracy.  In addition 
this release o� ers you an extremely ver-
satile tension changing system as well 
as our famous trigger travel adjustment 
system.  he new Dowel Interchangeable 
Tension System (DITS) allows you to 
customize your trigger tension from 
approximately a one pound trigger all 
the way up to an amazing 10 pounds of 
trigger tension with the enclosed spring 
kit. This release comes standard with 
the top selling leather buckle strap with 
easy slide length adjustment.

Cass Creek International, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 215
484 W Welch Court
Traverse City, MI 49686-4874
www.altusbrands.com
Ph: 800-891-3660 Fax: 800-973-1741

Chapin Out� tters
ATA Show Booth No. 333
700 Ellicott Street
Batavia, NY 14020-3744
bmilillo@chapinmfg.com
Ph: 585-343-3140 Fax: 800-944-432

Christian Bowhunters of America
ATA Show Booth No. 1459
34 Ohio Street
Jamestown, NY 14701-6350

www.christianbowhunter.org
Contact: Bob Johnson
Ph: 716-484-7046 Fax: 716-484-0581 

Citadel Stands, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 251, F4
994 Carriage Estates Road  
Sherman, TX 75092-4436
Ph: 866-293-3510 Fax: 903-465-6140

Clean Control Corp.
ATA Show Booth No. 1652
PO Box 7444
Warner Robins, GA 31095-7444  
Ph: 478-922-5340 

Clean-Shot Archery, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No.  681, F26
NABA Show Booth No. 518
Sports, Inc. Show Booth No. TBD
SCI Show Booth No. 4042
6849 S 220th Street
Kent, WA 98032
www.clean-shot.com
Contact: Chip McBroom
Ph: 800-242-9023 Fax: 425-242-5971

Dealer Show Season Special! 12 
Packs mix and match of Spot-On Laser 
Broadhead Archers Packs and Spot-On 
Hollow Point Packs for 50% o�  MSRP for 
excellent dealer ROI and margin without 
a huge inventory investment. Dealer 
cost of Archers Packs $75 each and 
Hollow Point Packs $22 each. Pre-order 
by March 1, 2012 and ship by June 1.

New Spot-On product launch and 
Show Season Special. 12 packs mix and 

A set of disposable Carson C6 cleaners

Carter 
Whatever 
release

Clean-Shot's new 
bow� shing point and 
LockNLoad
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match of Spot-On Laser Bow� shing 
Assassin Packs and Spot-On Lock-n-
Load Arrow insert packs for 50% o�  
MSRP. Dealer cost on the Laser Bow� sh 
Assassin Packs is $25 Each and Loc-n-
Load arrow insert packs is $25 each. 
Pre-Order at any show by March 1, and 
ship by June 1.

The newly released Laser Bow� sh 
Assassin will have customers shooting 
like a pro. There is nothing to sight in, 
just locate, shoot and reel in a whop-
per. The patented bow� shing point is 
activated at full draw with a simple 
bow mounted magnet. Excellent for low 
light or night � shing. Laser light bends 
in water to compensate for the depth 
of the � sh, overcoming the number 
one problem archers have in taking up 
bow� shing. 

Club Red, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 509
4645 Church Road
Cumming, GA 30028-4004
Ph: 678-947-1817 Fax: 678-947-1445

C’mere Deer
ATA Show Booth No. 1205
205 Fair Ave
Winnsboro, LA 71295-2119
Ph: 866-644-8600 Fax: 318-435-3885

CN Tails Hunting Apparel
ATA Show Booth No. 233

4520 El Rancho D, PO Box 544 
Duncan, OK 73533-5520
Ph: 580-251-0494 

Cobra Manufacturing Co., Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1517
NABA Show Booth No. 528
NBS Show Booth No. 622
7909 E 148th Street S
Bixby, OK 74008
www.cobraarchery.com
Ph: 800-352-6272 Fax: 918-366-3634

Cobra is introducing the Cage Arrow 
Rest. This rest is a gated full capture 
arrow rest that consists of two spring-
loaded delrin launcher arms to promote 
more accuracy, and a smoother, qui-
eter draw and shot. The top consists of a 
brush to hold the arrow in place without 
vane damage, brush wear or clearance 
issues during the shot cycle. In addition, 
the rest makes use of a side spring-
loaded gate that aids in the loading of 
the arrow into the rest, and prevents the 
arrow from escaping the rest during the 
shot cycle or while bow is loaded and 

waiting to be shot.

Code Blue Scents
ATA Booth No. 1301
Kinsey's No. 604
101 N Carney Street
Alabaster, AL 36502
codebluescents.com
Contact: Mike Mattly
Ph: 251-368-4089 
Fax: 251-368-6004

Stop by 
and check out 
EliminX Xtreme 
with SilverZyme 
Technology –  The 
No Freeze formula 
allows this scent 
eliminating aero-
sol spray to remain 
working when other 
liquids freeze solid.  
Xtreme contains 

both Nano-Silver and Enzymes to form 
a solution that eliminates bacteria and 
foreign odors. The unique No Freeze 360 
spray works at all angles, even upside 
down and now in freezing temperatures.  
Don’t get busted by that big bucks nose, 
just because it’s cold outside, switch to 
Xtreme. MSRP $12.99

Corn Craze Whitetail Attractant is a 
sweet corn liquid that drives deer crazy.  
It is jam-packed with intense aromas 
and ingredients that pull deer in from 
long distances.  Simply pour the thick 
liquid on food sources, old stumps  or 
directly on the ground and deer will 
establish repeat visits to the site.  Corn 
Craze comes in a hefty 1 gallon plastic 
jug with carrying handle for easy trans-
portation in the � eld. MSRP $9.99

Co� ey Marketing
ATA Show Booth No. 221
1678 Gilead Church Road  
Glendale, KY 42740-9728
Ph: 270-369-0445 Fax: 270-369-0442

Conquest Scents
ATA  Booth No. 1708
8399 Bristol Road
PO Box 219
Davison, MI 48423
conquestcsents.com
Contact:
Karen Roberts
Ph: 888-653-2759
Fax: 810-653-2189

Ever Calm Deer Herd Scent-The First 
Ever Calming Scent. Ever Calm is a col-
lection of the herd bedding area put in 

The Maxima® Series with Dual Spine Weight Forward™ 
The future of hunting is now: Arrows designed specifically to harness the power and energy

 of today’s high-speed bows. The Carbon Express Maxima® Series.   Engineered with
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ Technology to recover faster, and deliver superior accuracy.

Don’t just change your arrow. Change the game. Shoot better. Carbon Express®.
visit carbonexpressarrows.com

Want to Change 
the Game? Change your arrow.

Cobra Cage rest

New products from Code Blue

Ever Calm Deer Herd Scent by Conquest
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The Maxima® Series with Dual Spine Weight Forward™ 
The future of hunting is now: Arrows designed specifically to harness the power and energy

 of today’s high-speed bows. The Carbon Express Maxima® Series.   Engineered with
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ Technology to recover faster, and deliver superior accuracy.

Don’t just change your arrow. Change the game. Shoot better. Carbon Express®.
visit carbonexpressarrows.com

Want to Change 
the Game? Change your arrow.
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a weather resistant wax stick formula. 
Orders placed at the show receive 10 % 
o�  entire order.   

Contec, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1354
525 Locust Grove
Spartanburg, SC 29303
www.athletixproducts.com
Contact: Chris Roman
Ph: 864-503-8333 Fax: 864-503-8444                           

Team Realtree Wipes are available 
in three categories in convenient can-
isters with soft durable wipes: Team 
Realtree Hunting Wipes combine tech-
nologies that counteract and mask 
human scent. They are available in 
Earth, Pine Cedar and Odor Control. 
Team Realtree Refreshing  Wipes have a 
no rinse formula that cleans/ deodoriz-
es and is safe. Team Realtree Gun Wipes 
have an eco-friendly formula and can 
be used to clean, lubricate and protect 
your � rearms and � shing reels.

Team Realtree Hand Sanitizers are 

alcohol-free and designed to kill 99.9% 
of the common germs that may cause 
illness. The neutral scent allows it to be 
used at any time during hunting, � sh-
ing, camping or hiking. The formula is 
non-staining, fragrance free and is foam 
based for quick absorption into hands. It 
is a perfect travel size that � ts easily into 
a pocket, backpacks or vehicle glove 
boxes. 

Copper John Corp.
ATA Show Booth No. 1257, D8
173 State Street
Auburn, NY 13021-1841
www.copperjohn.com
Ph: 315-258-9269 Fax: 315-258-0529

Cottonwood Outdoors Corp.
ATA Show Booth No. 412
228-B Confederate Ave.  
Jasper, GA 30143
www.cottonwoodoutdoors.com
Ph: 706-253-1100 Fax: 706-243-4230

Covert Scouting Cameras, Inc
ATA Show Booth No. 245
Kinsey's Show Booth No. 233
4338 Greenridge Spa Road
Lewisburg, KY 42256-7724
www.dlccovert.com
Contact: Dave Skinner
Ph: 877-462-1799 Fax: 877-232-1556

Covert Scouting Cameras, Inc. is 
entering their 4th year in the trail cam 
business. They continue to bring innova-
tion, a� ordability and attention to cus-
tomer service in a highly competitive 
industry year after year. New for 2012 
they enter the invisible � ash market 
with their all new Special Ops "Code 

Black". After a huge success in 2011 with 
the Special Ops, the engineers went 
back to the drawing board to make 
game changing improvements! The 
Code Black is a cellular based wireless 
system that sends images to your email 
or cell phone. Improved components 
allow users to send larger 640x480 reso-
lution images. With 60 completely invis-
ible infrared LED's, it takes a huge leap 
in the direction of completely covert 
scouting and surveillance use. In addi-
tion to the Code Black, Covert is o� er-
ing a non- wireless version called the 
"Black60" that includes all the features 
Covert customers have become accus-
tomed to.

Craft Agency, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 2231
2533 Spring Arbor Road, PO Box 1187
Jackson, MI 49201
www.craftagency.com
Contact: Bob Craft
Ph: 800-866-1702 Fax: 517-787-9356                           

The Craft Agency o� ers discounted 
competitive pricing to ATA Members 
in good standing. Further, it has two 
on-sta�  attorneys to assist in claim 
analysis and handling, including an in-
house Claims Department. The Craft 
Agency, located in Jackson, MI and 
founded in 1923, is a leading provider 
of insurance to the Archery Industry. 
Specialties include Product Liability for 
manufacturers in addition to Property, 
Auto, and Workers’ Compensation. The 
Craft Agency also o� ers a comprehen-
sive program for Archery Retailers and 
Wholesalers.

Crooked Horn Out� tters, Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 706
26315 Trotter Drive
Tehachapi, CA 93561-8456  
www.crookedhorn.com
Ph: 661-822-3635 Fax: 661-822-9100

Cuddeback Scouting Cameras
ATA Show Booth No. 837
PO Box 10447
Green Bay, WI 54307-0447
www.cuddeback.com
Ph: 920-347-3810 Fax: 920-347-3820

Cyclops
ATA Show Booth No. 339 
SHOT Show Booth No. 1019
PO Box 535189

Team Realtree Wipes (above) and Team 
Realtree Hand Sanitizer

Special Ops Code 
Black from Covert 
Scouting Cameras
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•  Integrated NAVCOM Hand Grip
•  Lightweight Contour Design
•  Reduces Shoulder Fatigue
•  Provides Maximum Comfort
•  Non-Slip NAVCOM Comfort
•  Designed for Right- or Left-Hand Use
•  4000+-lb. Strength Nylon Webbing
•  Heavy-Duty Quick Release Buckles

Amazing Comfort 
Technology 

Designed for All Compound Bows

Products of Choice 
by Professional 

Hunter Bob Fromme

NEW Kodiak Bow Sling

NEW FletchPod Protects Fletches from Bending, Tearing, Creasing, 
Crushing or Deforming

Simple Snap-On Installation / Fits Multiple Arrow Shaft Sizes

www.LimbSaver.com When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!When Performance Counts!

Made in the 
U.S.a.

Booth#1049

NEW Kodiak Bow SlingNEWNEW Kodiak Bow Sling
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Grand Prairie, TX 75053
www.cyclopssolutions.com
Ph: 877-269-8490

The Ranger Cree 1 Watt 4 Stage 
Headlamp o� ers four di� erent modes 
of lighting: center white light only, three 
green LED bottom lights only, four red 
side lights only, and strobe four red side 
lights. Powered by three AAA batter-
ies, this headlamp has a burn time of 
over � ve hours, with 20-83 lumens light 
output, depending on the mode. The 
Ranger Cree is available in camo or new 
black stealth design and features ABS 
rubberized housing for durability. This 
headlamp is weather-resistant.  

Darton Archery
ATA Show Booth No. 2611, C5, C6
3540 Darton Road
Hale, MI 48739-8500
www.dartonarchery.com
Contact: Ted Harpham
Ph: 800-356-6522 Fax: 989-728-2410

The DualSync Cam system that 
powers the DS-3800 enables it to be 
one of the easiest to draw, � attest 
shooting performance bows in the mar-
ket today. The 2012 DS-3800 has deeper 
string grooves in both the cams and 
modules to cradle the string during the 
shot to minimize bowstring oscillation 
for added e�  ciency.  Darton has also 
added a groove machined in the arrow 
shelf to aid in arrow tuning. Shoot it and 
believe it. 

Try our the latest compact, powerful 

crossbow from Darton. The FireForce 
combines compound and crossbow 
technology: larger axles, sealed Quad 
Ball Bearings with DualSync cams, wider 
/ stronger laminated split limbs com-
bined with a compact front riser and the 
re-designed Tactical Stock introduced in 
2011.  This bow is � at out fast and dura-
ble, shooting 400 grain arrow a blurring 
395-410 fps.  The bow comes equipped 
with integrated string suppressors along 
with Darton’s new Barrel Dampener to 
help minimize all sources of vibration 
and noise.

Day 6 Outdoors, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 1905
1150 Brookstone Centre Pkwy # 200 
Columbus, GA 31904-4577
www.day6outdoors.com
Ph: 706-256-2578 Fax: 706-323-0178

Dead Down Wind
ATA Show Booth No. 2406
7009 Stewart Road 
Liberty, MO 64068-7723
www.deaddownwind.com
Ph: 816-421-4397 Fax: 816-421-0432 

Deer Quest
ATA Show Booth No. 673
3305 Remembrance Road NW  
Walker, MI 49534-7729
Ph: 800-795-7581 Fax: 616-452-8147 

Delta Sports Products, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 1317
30151 160th Street
Dike, IA 50624-8096
Ph: 800-708-0673 Fax: 319-989-9207

Direct Outdoor Products
ATA Show Booth No. 137
11500 S Pipeline Road  
Euless, TX 76040-6712
www.directoutdoorproducts.com
Ph: 877-284-9005 Fax: 952-746-1320

Do-All Outdoors, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 1611
216 19th Ave N
Nashville, TN 37203-2123
www.do-alltraps.com
Ph: 800-252-9247
Fax: 800-633-3172

Doc’s Wildlife Blends, LLC
ATA Show Booth No. 1553
805 W 21 Road
Phillips, NE 68865-4131
docswildlifeblends.com
Ph: 402-604-1217 Fax: 402-694-6155 

DoubleTake Archery
ATA Show Booth No. 2359
414 Hidden Deer 
La Vernia, TX 78121-5623
www.doubletakearchery.com
Ph: 830-444-0202 Fax: 830-947-9295

Eastman Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 911, F1  
3475 Eastman Drive, PO Box 380 
Flushing, MI 48433-0380
www.eastmaninternational.com
Ph: 800-241-4833 Fax: 810-733-2077 

Easton
ATA Show Booth No. 1425 
5040 Harold Gatty Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
www.eastonarchery.com
Contact: Nate Pilcher
Ph: 801-539-1400

Deep Six is a revolutionary new 
standard that enables the highest per-
formance arrows, inserts, points and 
broadheads ever developed for bow-
hunting. Until Deep Six, conventional 
insert systems were too large to allow 
hunting with micro diameter shafts like 
those used by world-class target com-
petitors. Micro diameter arrows provide 
archers more kinetic energy, density and 
extreme crosswind resistance - and now 
this same performance level is available 
in shafts designed from the ground up, 
speci� cally for hunting. 

Easton's new Carbon Injexion and 
A/C Injexion are the � rst ultra-microdi-
ameter hunting arrows designed for use 
with the Deep Six component standard. 
The arrows are factory-crested and both 
are equipped with G nocks and include 
Deep Six steel HIT inserts. The Carbon 
Injexion is made of lightweight carbon 
� ber that results in a durable, high-
velocity shaft, while the A/C Injexion 
uses carbon bonded to a precision 7075 
alloy core for a straighter, stronger arrow 
for increased accuracy. 

LEADING THE WAY

VIGILANT HUNTER®

Distributed by: HCO Outdoor Products
www.hcooutdoors.com
Tel: 1-770-582-0004
E-mail: sales@hcooutdoors.com

The difference between luck and skill is using everything 
available to you. Uway’s line of state-of-art black-flash, 3G 
wireless scouting cameras help prevent aimless hunts and 
maximize hunting efficiency.
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Cyclops Ranger 
Cree Headlanp

Darton Fireforce

Easton A/C Injexion

Easton Carbon Injexion
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LEADING THE WAY

VIGILANT HUNTER®

Distributed by: HCO Outdoor Products
www.hcooutdoors.com
Tel: 1-770-582-0004
E-mail: sales@hcooutdoors.com

The difference between luck and skill is using everything 
available to you. Uway’s line of state-of-art black-flash, 3G 
wireless scouting cameras help prevent aimless hunts and 
maximize hunting efficiency.

arrowtrade_ad.indd   2 12/4/11   3:10 PM
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Easton Arsenal series bow quivers 
come in two versatile con� gurations-
the two-piece convertible, and the 
lightweight one-piece.  The convertible 
requires a simple adjustment to change 
from the single to two-piece con� gura-
tion.  The one-piece o� ers a lightweight 
advantage, and provides a compact and 
balanced setup. Both quivers o� er a 
� ve-arrow capacity, the quick-detach 
system, and are fully adjustable. The 
lower gripper holds all arrow diameters, 
and both � xed-blade and mechanical 
broadheads secure easily into the low-
pro� le hood. Available in black, Lost 
Camo and Realtree APG  

Eberlestock
ATA Show Booth No. 573
PO Box 862
Boise, ID 83701-0862
www.eberlestock.com
Ph: 208-424-5081 Fax: 240-526-2632

Electronic Data Payment Systems
ATA Show Booth No. 249
1013 Front Ave SW
New Philadelphia, OH 44663-2077
www.edpaymentsystems.com
Ph: 866-578-9740 Fax: 866-528-3854 

Elite Outdoors
ATA Show Booth No. 273, 
F8, F9
235 Middle Rd
Henrietta, NY 14467-9302
www.elitearchery.com
Ph: 585-444-0204 
Fax: 585-444-0209

The Answer is Elite 
Archery’s newest addition 
in 2012.  The Answer has 
a redesigned two-track 
cam as well as two mod-
ule options, a smooth 
mod and a speed mod. 
The bow comes standard 
with Elite’s patent pend-
ing Rod Lock System as 
well as an adjustable 
cable.

With an axle-to-axle 
of 33.5 inches and a 7 inch 
brace, the Answer is avail-
able from 27” to 30” draw 
lengths and from 40 to 80 
lbs.  The new bow is also 
available in all of Elite’s 
current colors; Realtree 

AP, Max-1 and AP Snow as well as the 
Ninja Black, the AT Editions and the 
target colors; Elite Blue, Cosmic Orange 
and Slime Green.  When set up with the 
Smooth Modules; the Answer has an IBO 
speed of 330 fps and the Speed Modules 
provide up to an extra 10 fps.  Dealers 
can order the bow in both right and left 
hand models.     

Empire Pewter Mfg.
ATA Show Booth No. 2010
PO Box 15
Amsterdam, NY 12010-0015
Ph: 518-843-0048 Fax: 518-843-7050 

EP Hunting The Reign
ATA Show Booth No. 672
8672 Shore Way Drive SW  
Byron Center, MI 49315-7924
www.ephunting.com
Ph: 612-293-2813 Fax: 866-318-0160

Epic
ATA Show Booth No. 339 
SHOT Show Booth No. 1019
PO Box 539504
Grand Prairie, TX 75053
www.epicstealthcam.com
Ph: 877-269-8490 

With the ability to record in stun-
ning high de� nition, the Epic IO-HD 

captures all the action of the 
hunt with sharp, high de� nition 
video at 60 frames per second 
with crisp, clear audio. The cam-
era features one button on and 
record and has a remote control 
that can be attached to your 

bow, vest, etc. for quick and easy access. 
The 168 degree wide-angle lens brings 
true perspective to the video. With mul-
tiple mounting devices, the Epic IO-HD 
is ready for any adventure. 

The Epic D1 records in stunning 
720x480 standard de� nition. The ultra 
lightweight, ultra compact D1 captures 
all the action with sharp, high resolution 
video and crisp, clear audio. The D1 also 
doubles as a still image camera with 
the ability to shoot action settings of 
up to 9 sequential images. External LCD 
screen displays number of video � les 
in memory, as well as battery life and 
resolution setting. With multiple mount-
ing devices, the Epic D1 is ready for any 
adventure.

Evolved Habitats
ATA Show Booth No. 2225
SHOT Show Booth No. 15727
3849 Plaza Tower Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
www.evolved.com
Contact Name: Major Person
Ph: 225-638-4094 
 Lee and Ti� any Lakosky, hosts of 
The Crush television show, needed a 
high powered mineral supplement 
and attractant and Evolved Habitats 
answered with Rack Rock Crush.  Rack 
Rock Crush is 100% all natural.  This 
mineral rock supplement is also a pow-
erful attractant that provides the four 
essential minerals – calcium, phospho-
rus, magnesium and sodium.  Rack 
Rock Crush also has other trace min-
erals which are vital to assist in bone 
and antler growth, helping develop that 

Epic Instant On HD model

Rack Rock Crush from Evolved Habitats

Elite Answer

Epic DA camera
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trophy whitetail.  This product gives the 
right combination for improved muscle 
development, digestion and reproduc-
tion.  Rack Rock Crush is an effective and 
efficient way to provide all the neces-
sary mineral nutrition that deer lack and 
crave in their daily diet. 

Excalibur Crossbow US, Inc
ATA Show Booth No. 949 
SHOT Show Booth No. 1421
Kinsey’s Show Booth No. 610
2335 Shirley Drive
Kitchener, ON N3A 4M9 Canada 
www.excaliburcrossbow.com
Ph: 800-463-1817 Fax: 519-743-6964

Excalibur Crossbow is proud to 
introduce their new Ibex SMF crossbow. 
This crossbow combines our ergonomic 

thumbhole stock with our precision 
175 lb. fiber reinforced composite “SMF” 
shooting platform. The new Ibex SMF 
will churn a 350 grain arrow out at over 
305 fps. The Ibex SMF comes only as a kit 
including a matching multiplex cross-
bow scope and mounting hardware, a 
quiver and mounting bracket plus four 
arrows and target points and our rope 
cocking aid.

The Eclipse is built to appeal to the 
hunter who prefers the darkness of a 
ground blind. The Eclipse XT will deliver 
a 350 grain arrow at 330 fps with pin-
point accuracy. Its black “carbon fiber” 
finish is both handsome and functional. 
The Eclipse XT comes with our S5 sound 
and vibration system installed and a 
matching cheek piece. The Eclipse XT 

comes in a complete package includ-
ing our Shadow-Zone scope, 4 firebolt 
arrows and target points, quiver and 
mounting bracket.

Extreme Archery Products Inc.
ATA Show Booth No. 1833
7120 Us Route 60, Suite B  
Ashland, KY 41102-9519
www.extremearchery.com
Ph: 606-928-9447 Fax: 606-929-5707

New for 2012 Extreme Archery 
is proud to introduce the Raptor DT 
series sights. This new sight incorpo-
rates the very popular Raptor series 
wireframe housing and a hunter friendly 
6” removable dovetail mount system. 
The included Purple Haze rheostat light 
is positioned to light only the tips of the 

fiber optic pins and pro-
vides easy access while 
shooting. The Raptor DT 
comes with 4 full capture 
pins with long fiber and 
is available in the model 
911DT ($94.99, tool-less 
adjust) or model 950DT 
($114.99, micro adjust).  Excalibur Eclipse XT Excalibur Ibex SMF crossbow
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www.tenpointcrossbows.com

Experience TenPoint AT ATA SHOW  BOOTH #2001
or shot show booth #742

Our NEW longer, lighter Fusion Lite™ stock and a newly-crafted 
narrower bow assembly fitted with 180 LB field-tested HL limbs and 
NEW XR wheels elevates TenPoint’s long-standing workhorse model 
to thoroughbred status.

Experience TenPoint AT ATA SHOW  
or shot show booth #742

Our NEW longer, lighter Fusion Lite™ stock and a newly-crafted 
narrower bow assembly fitted with 180 LB field-tested HL limbs and 
NEW XR wheels elevates TenPoint’s long-standing workhorse model 
to thoroughbred status.

The fastest and lightest of our expanding collection of XLT models. A fusion of 
TenPoint’s cutting-edge, featherweight, wrapped carbon fiber barrel with 

a 185 LB version of our radically compact XLT bow assembly, 
the Carbon Elite takes fit, form, and function 

to the level of perfection.

The fastest and lightest of our expanding collection of XLT models. A fusion of 

 185 LB Draw Wt.

352 FPS / 102 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

334 FPS / 106 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

302 FPS / 110 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

 180 LB Draw Wt.

345 FPS / 98 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

327 FPS / 101 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

296 FPS / 106 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

 180 LB Draw Wt.

333 FPS / 92 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

315 FPS / 94 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

282 FPS / 96 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

Pairing our NEW lighter and longer Fusion Lite™ stock with a 
more rugged XLT bow assembly powered by double-laminated 
IsoTaper Limbs, the NEW Turbo handles like a dream but hits like 
a heavyweight.

Pairing our NEW lighter and longer Fusion Lite™ stock with a 

TENPOINT’S 2012 NEW PRODUCT LINEUP —

LIGHTER. FASTER. NARROWER.
GAME ON FOR 2012. The all-NEW Raider CLS™ features an economical 
variation of TenPoint’s award winning Compact Limb System (CLS) bow 
assembly. Lethal and compact, this high-octane crossbow has no peer.

GAME ON FOR 2012. The all-NEW Raider CLS™ features an economical 

RAIDER CLS

starting at: $799

The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER HP

starting at: $499

 330FPS

 180LB. Draw Wt.

 101.6FP Kinetic Energy

bybybyby

The Warrior HL™ has beefed-up with TenPoint’s 175 LB. HL limbs. 
This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and 
durability at its price.

WARRIOR HL

starting at: $399

The Warrior HL™ has beefed-up with TenPoint’s 175 LB. HL limbs. 
This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and 
durability at its price.durability at its price.

WARRIOR 

starting at:starting at:

 300FPS

 175LB. Draw Wt.

84FP KE

The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER 
The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER 

 315FPS

 180LB. Draw Wt.

92.6FP KE

HUNT THE RIDGE AT ATA SHOW BOOTH #2001 OR SHOT SHOW BOOTH #742

Invader HP & Warrior HL shown with optional TenPoint™ 3X Multi-Line™ Scope

HUNT THE RIDGE AT ATA SHOW BOOTH #2001 OR SHOT SHOW BOOTH #742
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Experience TenPoint AT ATA SHOW  BOOTH #2001
or shot show booth #742

Our NEW longer, lighter Fusion Lite™ stock and a newly-crafted 
narrower bow assembly fitted with 180 LB field-tested HL limbs and 
NEW XR wheels elevates TenPoint’s long-standing workhorse model 
to thoroughbred status.
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or shot show booth #742

Our NEW longer, lighter Fusion Lite™ stock and a newly-crafted 
narrower bow assembly fitted with 180 LB field-tested HL limbs and 
NEW XR wheels elevates TenPoint’s long-standing workhorse model 
to thoroughbred status.

The fastest and lightest of our expanding collection of XLT models. A fusion of 
TenPoint’s cutting-edge, featherweight, wrapped carbon fiber barrel with 

a 185 LB version of our radically compact XLT bow assembly, 
the Carbon Elite takes fit, form, and function 

to the level of perfection.

The fastest and lightest of our expanding collection of XLT models. A fusion of 

 185 LB Draw Wt.
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with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

334 FPS / 106 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

302 FPS / 110 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow
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327 FPS / 101 FP KE
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296 FPS / 106 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow
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333 FPS / 92 FP KE
with 370-grain Pro Lite Arrow

315 FPS / 94 FP KE
with 425-grain Pro Elite Arrow

282 FPS / 96 FP KE
with 545-grain Full Metal Jacket Arrow

Pairing our NEW lighter and longer Fusion Lite™ stock with a 
more rugged XLT bow assembly powered by double-laminated 
IsoTaper Limbs, the NEW Turbo handles like a dream but hits like 
a heavyweight.

Pairing our NEW lighter and longer Fusion Lite™ stock with a 

TENPOINT’S 2012 NEW PRODUCT LINEUP —

LIGHTER. FASTER. NARROWER.
GAME ON FOR 2012. The all-NEW Raider CLS™ features an economical 
variation of TenPoint’s award winning Compact Limb System (CLS) bow 
assembly. Lethal and compact, this high-octane crossbow has no peer.

GAME ON FOR 2012. The all-NEW Raider CLS™ features an economical 

RAIDER CLS

starting at: $799

The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER HP

starting at: $499

 330FPS

 180LB. Draw Wt.

 101.6FP Kinetic Energy

bybybyby

The Warrior HL™ has beefed-up with TenPoint’s 175 LB. HL limbs. 
This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and 
durability at its price.

WARRIOR HL

starting at: $399

The Warrior HL™ has beefed-up with TenPoint’s 175 LB. HL limbs. 
This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and This high-performance model delivers unmatched accuracy and 
durability at its price.durability at its price.

WARRIOR 

starting at:starting at:

 300FPS

 175LB. Draw Wt.

84FP KE

The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER 
The Invader HP™ has muscled-up for 2012. It out-classes the 
competition on all levels with a harder hitting bow assembly 
featuring TenPoint’s HL limbs and HP cams.

INVADER 

 315FPS

 180LB. Draw Wt.

92.6FP KE

HUNT THE RIDGE AT ATA SHOW BOOTH #2001 OR SHOT SHOW BOOTH #742

Invader HP & Warrior HL shown with optional TenPoint™ 3X Multi-Line™ Scope

HUNT THE RIDGE AT ATA SHOW BOOTH #2001 OR SHOT SHOW BOOTH #742
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